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Abstract

The hip joint is often described as a ball and socket joint, which has two key im-

plications: congruent interacting bony joint surfaces and purely rotational relative

motion. This model can be challenged in two ways: that the geometry of the hip

does not have the congruency required for sphere-on-sphere contact, and that the

joint translation occurs when the joint is moving within its accepted range of motion.

The closely related shoulder joint is known to have translatory motion; however, the

extent of these translations attributable to different soft-tissue constraints is not well

understood. The subject of this dissertation is the measurement of translatory mo-

tions and understanding the role of surrounding soft tissues in the overall kinematics

of human hip and shoulder joints.

Here, human cadavers were used as a model for studying detailed passive motion.

A surgical navigation system, with sub-millimeter accuracy, was used to measure the

translatory motion of these cadavers in different soft tissue states. Every cadaver hip

and shoulder exhibited subtle but definite aspherical motions. Soft tissues partially

constrained the hip but did not correct for underlying morphological asphericity.

There was no consistent pattern of translation. Changes in the shoulder soft tissues

led to distinct changes in the translatory motion that could be used to describe the

etiology of shoulder instabilities.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

What is the kinematics of human hip and shoulder joints? How do these joints move

in their uncompromised state? What constraints this motion? What separates the

motion of a compromised joint from a normal one?

In this dissertation, I used a new instrumentation to examine each of these ques-

tions in detail. Using a surgical navigation system with sub-millimeter accuracy, I

studied the kinematics of cadaveric hip and shoulder joints that had intact soft tis-

sues and intentionally compromised soft tissues. I found subtle but definite aspherical

motion in every cadaveric hip. Soft tissues partially constrained the hip but did not

correct for underlying morphological asphericity. I also found that the study of trans-

latory motions can potentially help identify soft tissue abnormalities in the shoulder

joint.

This introductory chapter will explain the motivation to revisit the kinematics

description of the human hip and shoulder joints, as well as the rationale behind

detailed examination of translatory motions. To do this, a brief introduction to hip

replacement surgery, corrective shoulder surgeries and the underlying kinematics de-

scriptions will be provided; a more comprehensive literature review on these subjects

1



1.1. INTRODUCTION: HIP JOINT

will be given in the subsequent chapter. Next, the scope and objectives of the disser-

tation are defined and the contributions of this work to the discipline of biomechanical

engineering are noted. Finally, a summary of the chapters to follow will provide an

overview of this dissertation.

1.1 Hip Joint Models and Replacement Surgeries

Hip replacement surgery is one field that may benefit from a more accurate repre-

sentation of the hip joint. The hip joint is the coupling between the pelvic bone

and the femur, thus representing the junction between the passenger and locomo-

tor units of the upper and lower body [53, 84]. This joint is conventionally modeled

as a ball-and-socket joint, a model that has two key implications. Kinematically,

a ball-and-socket joint allows relative rotation about any axis, but does not allow

any relative translation. Geometrically, the two bony sides of this joint are typically

modeled as a highly congruent sphere-on-sphere contact. Hip replacement surgery

involves replacing the articulating surfaces of the pelvis and proximal femur to create

new joint surfaces. The replacement components are designed in accordance with the

ball-and-socket model, so their spherical surfaces are only allowed to rotate with re-

spect to one another. Representative components for total hip replacement are shown

in Figure 1.1.

In 90% of cases, hip replacement surgery is reported by the patients to be a success

[111]. However, reports from 2003 show that out of the 238,500 total hip replacement

surgeries performed in the United States 36,000 were revisions [63]. Similarly, accord-

ing to the Canadian Joint Replacement Registry, 8.7% of the 32,307 hip replacement

surgeries performed in 2012 were also revision surgeries [28]. There is expected to be

2



1.1. INTRODUCTION: HIP JOINT

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Modular total hip replacement components. (a) A modular to-
tal hip replacement, of contemporary design and manufacture, consists of four main
components: a metallic femoral stem; a metallic or ceramic ball replacing the femoral
head; a metal socket replacing the acetabular cup; and a plastic, ceramic, or metal
spacer that facilitates smooth rotation. (b) In total hip replacement surgery, the
diseased bone and cartilage are removed and replaced with prosthetic components.
The femoral shaft is shaped internally to accept the stem. The femoral head com-
ponent is placed on the neck of the stem. The cartilage surface of the acetabulum is
replaced with the socket. The spacer is inserted to bring the femoral and acetabular
components together and ensure geometrical congruency between the joint surfaces.

an increase of 137% in the burden of revision hip replacement surgeries between 2005

and 2030 [63]. Legal disputes [112], financial burden on health-care providers [63]

and the risk to patient health and well-being [64] are some consequences of revision

surgeries.

There is a rich body of literature focusing on the success of certain types of im-

plants, on the evaluation of different techniques, and on the most common reasons for

failure [63]. Aseptic loosening and instability are repeatedly reported as the two main

reasons leading to revision surgeries, but there seems to be a lack of biomechanical

explanation of these failures. One possible explanation might be that the morphol-

ogy and kinematics of the hip joint are neither shaped nor moving in accordance with

3



1.2. INTRODUCTION: SHOULDER JOINT

the ball-and-socket joint model, which is to say that the human hip is kinematically

aspherical. This hypothesis challenges the spherical hip model in two ways: that the

geometry of the hip does not have the congruency required for sphere-on-sphere con-

tact, and that joint translation occurs when the joint is moving within its accepted

range of motion. The question of translation within the human hip is a main subject

of study in this dissertation.

1.2 Kinematics of Shoulder Joint and Corrective Surgeries

Corrective shoulder surgeries are another field that may benefit from a more accurate

joint model. Because of a lack of bony restraints, the problem of instability in the hu-

man shoulder is inherent; this joint is the most frequently dislocated articulation of the

human body, with a predilection towards anterior dislocation of 95% [29]. Although

there is a 90% patient satisfaction rate of surgical interventions aiming at restoring

shoulder stability, there seems to be a persistent recurrence rate of 11% [11,29,78]. In

most cases, the patients suffer from a reduction of motion, especially a reduction of

external rotation [29]. The loss of external rotation is believed to be cause by excessive

anterior tightness [11, 96]. However, arthroscopic findings in such cases also report a

severely tightened inferior aspect of the posterior capsule [16]. These physical signs

may lead a surgeon to recommend a major orthopedic intervention such as shoulder

replacement surgery; these surgeries have an evocative complication rate as high as

50% [25] and 33% of these cases may also need surgical revision [25]. Instability of the

prostheses is one of the most common complications of these interventions and, again,

is predominantly attributed to anterior instability [25,29]. Untreated, instability can

lead to loosening of the prosthetic implantation that proceeds to premature wear of

4



1.3. INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

the prosthetic surfaces.

Although anterior humeral dislocation is commonly attributed to anterior soft-

tissue insufficiency, there is evidence that other factors may be relevant. It is known

that capsular tightness influences the range of motion directly, especially in rotational

motions [16, 19, 47, 47, 79, 110]. Overall, it has been concluded by others that the

equilibrium of the shoulder joint is not well-studied [25, 29]. Exploring the causes of

instability will serve the scientific and health care community in understanding how

to avoid such issues and how to treat them. It has been shown that asymmetric stress

imposed on the shoulder complex can cause anterior shoulder instability [90]. The

idea that shoulder translations could be used as an indicator of underlying soft tissue

imbalance, and possible effects of imbalance on aspherical kinematics of the human

shoulder, is another subject of study in this dissertation.

1.3 Thesis Scope and Objectives

To design an outline for using surgical navigation technology as a laboratory tool

in joint kinematics analysis, three cadaveric studies were conducted in the course

of my thesis research. Although the methods described in this dissertation may be

transferable to other joints in the human body, the work focused on translations

within hip and shoulder joints. Two of the most revised orthopedic surgeries are

the total hip and shoulder arthroplasties: one for a high rate of aseptic loosening

and component wear, the other consequent to inadequate biomechanical constraints.

There are three main research questions addressed in this dissertation:

Question I: Is aspherical hip kinematics detectable as a significant trans-

lational motion? The best-case accuracy values for surgical navigation systems

5



1.3. INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

are usually evaluated by means of an end-to-end test in a bench-top environment.

These tests often take a physical model through the steps involved in a typical sur-

gical procedure or, as was done in my research, in a typical kinematics study. The

steps for computer-assisted hip surgery are similar to those of a model-based kine-

matics study: the steps include model generation, registration, tracking, and motion

acquisition. Although the maximum errors of each subsystem are documented by the

manufacturing companies or developers, it is easy to imagine a natural error propa-

gation in the overall system that differs from an arithmetic summation of reported

values.

Using a surgical navigation system, the joint kinematics of one cadaveric specimen

with a spherical hip joint were investigated; at some time prior to death, the donor

underwent a unilateral total hip arthroplasty. The error of the surgical navigation

system was measured for this spherical joint and was used as a reference for the other

studies of hip joint kinematics that are presented in this dissertation.

There has been relatively little research on the translatory motion in the adult

human hip. Articles have briefly commented on the idea that translation does occur,

but the topic is rarely addressed as the primary objective. If the human hip has

spherical kinematics, then the kinematics should be comparable to a spherical joint,

which in this dissertation was a total hip replacement. In a study on twelve cadaveric

hemi-pelvises, the kinematics of each joint was examined over a large angular range of

motion. The translatory motion of each hip was investigated in two soft tissue states

commonly used in biomechanical studies: “whole”, with all the soft tissues intact;

and “exposed”, with superficial soft tissues dissected down to the joint capsule.

6



1.3. INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

Question II: Does the state of surrounding soft tissues change the transla-

tory movement of the hip? The strength of the hip joint is mainly attributed to

the shape of bony articular surfaces and the surrounding ligaments, rather than from

associated muscles [53]. Hip motion, however, is usually said to be dictated by the

form, which is the articular surfaces [61]. One possibility is that the hip morphology,

whether spherical or aspherical, does not necessarily imply that the hip has a corre-

sponding kinematics: it is possible that the surrounding soft tissues act to impose a

substantially different motion despite the presence of articulating surfaces.

In other words, if the hip had a purely spherical motion because of its articular

shape, then changing the soft tissues would not disturb this motion. If, however, the

extra-articular soft tissues play a significant role in the overall kinematics of the hip

joint, there would be indirect support of the idea that aspherical adult hip kinematics

that is driven by both soft tissues and by the anatomy. There has been limited

research to date that has assessed the relative contributions of the surrounding soft

tissues on overall hip motion and stability.

In addition to studying the cadaveric hips in their whole and exposed states, each

specimen was further systematically dissected to assess soft-tissue contributions. The

kinematics of each specimen were evaluated in different soft-tissue state, and were

compared to the corresponding exposed state that was taken to be the reference

soft-tissue state.

Question III: Does the state of surrounding soft tissues change transla-

tory motion of the shoulder? The idea that there is translation in the human

shoulder is not new; however, the idea that shoulder translations could be caused by

7



1.4. INTRODUCTION: CONTRIBUTIONS

an underlying soft-tissue imbalance is new. In a pilot study on four cadaveric shoul-

ders possible effects of soft-tissue abnormalities such as a relative posterior-capsule

tightness in the overall joint kinematics were investigated. The kinematics of each

specimen, in different extents of induced capsular tightness, were evaluated and com-

pared to the corresponding intact state.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis had four main contributions:

• Differentiation of normal and abnormal translations in implanted total hip re-

placement components

• Characterization of translatory motion as a distinct kinematics behavior of the

asymptomatic human hip

• Elucidation of the role of soft tissues as mechanical constraints

• Use of translatory motions to identify soft-tissue abnormalities

1.5 Outline

This dissertation has a straightforward organization. The second chapter, “Back-

ground”, serves to provide an unfamiliar reader with material that is essential to

understanding the studies that follow. The chapter starts with an overview of func-

tional anatomy of the hip and shoulder joints, followed by a review of the current

kinematics and morphological descriptions of these joints. The literature in the field,

8



1.5. INTRODUCTION: OUTLINE

and their roles in inspiring the motivation and objectives of this work, are also re-

viewed. The chapter concludes with a review of different kinematics measurement

systems and their characteristics.

The third chapter, “Methods”, starts by describing the rationale behind the dif-

ferent cadaveric studies that were designed to examine the three main objectives of

this dissertation. The chapter provides a detailed explanation of the steps involved

in specimen selection, specimen preparation, and their kinematics analysis using a

surgical navigation system. Methods of assessing kinematics of a spherical hip joint

is described to address the first objective. For the second objective, the kinematics

of cadaveric hip joints are examined in detail. The chapter ends with methods for

studying the kinematics of the aspherical shoulder joint, which addresses the third

objective.

The fourth chapter, “Results”, illustrates the scientific findings of each study. it

provides a brief discussion of the statistical significance of the results and how the

results provide empirical evidence for each objective.

The fifth chapter,“Discussion and Conclusion”, synthesizes the findings of the

three cadaveric studies and related literature to address the three main objectives.

The state of current literature is evaluated and my findings are compared to relevant

studies. My contributions to the field are summarized. The chapter ends with a

critical analysis of some of the limitations of the studies, plus recommendations for

future kinematics studies of a similar nature.

The Appendix includes the ethics approval and range-of-motion protocols used in

each cadaveric study.

9



Chapter 2

Background

The kinematics of an anatomical joint is a description of the relative motion between

the two body segments that are attached at the joint. The overall description relies

on a selection of specific parameters to be measured, which are based on assumptions

about the joint morphology and the capabilities of the measurement apparatus. In

this dissertation, translatory kinematics are of special concern. For example, although

the wrist, shoulder or knee are generally conceived of as rotational joints, it is widely

recognized that there are translatory components to the kinematics of these joints.

Whether this observation also applies to the human hip is within the scope of this

thesis.

In this chapter, following a short description of functional anatomy of the hip

joint, an overview of kinematics studies on translatory motion of the human hip will

provide a context for the contributions. Because the closely related shoulder joint is

well known to exhibit translatory kinematics, an overview of the functional anatomy

of the shoulder joint, its kinematics, and some implications for biomechanical research

is presented.

10



2.1. BACKGROUND: HIP ANATOMY

Although this work used a navigation system based on computed tomography im-

ages, other motion-capture systems could conceivably be used to detect low-amplitude

joint translation. Following a review of different motion capture systems, the work

flow of a kinematics study using computer-assisted surgical technology is discussed.

2.1 Functional Anatomy of the Hip Joint

For the purposes of this dissertation, the anatomy of the human hip can be described

as a combination of relatively hard tissue (bone and articular cartilage), soft intra-

articular tissue (labrum and ligamentum teres), and the ligaments of the capsule

that constrain the joint while also containing the synovial fluid that nourishes and

lubricates the joint. In brief detail, these tissues are:

• Bone and articular cartilage The rounded proximal end of the femur, which

is the femoral head, is opposite to the deep pelvic cavity, the acetabulum, thus

forming the hip joint. The two bony ends are covered with a highly specialized,

avascular, aneural and alymphatic connective tissue known as the articular car-

tilage that provides a smooth lubricated surface for articulation and facilitates

transmission of the loads with a low friction coefficient.

The smooth articular surface of the femoral head occupies more than a hemi-

sphere and ends at the neck. The similarly smooth surface of the acetabular

cup forms an inverted “U” that hosts the femoral head. This construct, often

referred to as a “ball and socket”, provides stability at the expense of some

freedom of movement. The depth of the acetabular cup limits the achievable

range of motion by impinging on the femur.

Although radiographic evaluation of normal hips have shown that cartilage
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2.2. BACKGROUND: HIP MORPHOLOGY

thickness on the acetabular and femoral side are not identical, asymmetric car-

tilage space narrowing is the first signs of the development of hip osteoarthri-

tis [118].

• Intra-articular fibrocartilaginous soft tissues The fibrocartilaginous lab-

rum deepens the receiving cavity beyond the equator of the femoral head, which

augments the femoral head coverage by its extension to the margins of the bony

acetabulum. This construct holds the head tightly within the acetabulum.

• Inter-articular capsular ligaments The capsular ligaments of the human hip

consist of distinct longitudinally oriented fibers surrounding the deeper lying

circular fibers that reinforce the articular capsule, Figure 2.1. The longitudinal

bands are the iliofemoral, pubofemoral and the ischiofemoral ligaments that

run a somewhat spiral course from the hip bone to the femur. The circular

fibers, which are the zona orbicularis, are most apparent around the femoral

neck. Within the hip joint there is a flattened band, known as the ligamentum

teres, that attaches the non-articular surface of the acetabular cup, known as

the acetabular notch, to the fovea capitis of femoral head.

2.2 An Overview of Hip Morphology Studies

Early studies on the morphology of the human hip were semi-quantitative evaluations

of cadaveric joints. As technology continued to develop, MRI scans and laser scanning

has been applied to the problem. This section is a brief overview of some of the major

work, from which it can be concluded that the most likely shape of the human hip is

a pair of aspherical and non-matching articular surfaces. Table 2.1 summarizes some
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Figure 2.1: Capsular ligaments of the human hip. Capsular ligaments on the
anterior side (left) include: the two longitudinal bands of the iliofemoral ligament
(yellow), the pubofemoral ligament (green) and the joint capsule (orange). Posterior
capsular ligaments include: the two bands of the ischiofemoral ligaments (cyan) and
the circular fibers of the zona orbicularis (blue).

of the key research articles in the field.

Morphological descriptions of the human hip are inconsistent. In 1928, Walmsley

described the head of the femur as “not perfectly spherical”. Following careful ex-

amination of femoral cross sections parallel to the sagittal plane, he found that the

femoral head would be best described by as a rotational ellipsoid; he found that the

radius of curvature of the meridian was greater than the radius of curvature of the

equator by an average 20 mm, which is distinctly aspherical.

Four decades later, in a study of ten cadaveric specimens (7 formalin-fixed and 3

fresh-frozen), Hammond and Charnley [45] brought into question Walmsley’s claims

13
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Table 2.1: Summary of studies on hip morphology.

Authors Specimens Results Findings
Hammond & 10 cadaveric 7/10 were spherical femur with
Charnley [45] found spherical minor deviations
Bullough [14] 53 cadaveric 30% deviation aspherical femur

disarticulated from asphericity and acetabulum
Greenwald [40] 51 cadaveric non-uniform asphericity

disarticulated contact area helps nutrition
Afoke [1] 5 cadaveric joint space uneven load

disarticulated up to 0.4 mm distribution
Menschik [75] 8 cadaveric rotational conchoid aspherical femur

description and acetabulum
Xi [125] 38 cadaveric rotational ellipsoid ellipsoidal

(12 m, 26 f) better than sphere acetabulum
Gu [42] 25 cadaveric rotational ellipsoid aspherical

better than sphere acetabulum
Kang [55] 14 young MR images fit to conchoidal

volunteers conchoid acetabulum
Cerveri [21] 20 cadaveric, CT fit to sphere aspherical

18 patients ellipsoid, conchoid acetabulum

regarding the aspherical morphology of the human hip. They examined morphology

by four different methods: (i) they applied Engineers Blue on the femoral head in a

disarticulated state and traced a continuous contact around the edge of acetabulum,

having no contact with the deeper central acetabulum; (ii) replicating Walmsley’s

technique, they examined cross sections of four femoral heads parallel to sagittal

plane, finding that three of the specimens had no space between the femoral head

and acetabulum and the gap in the fourth specimen was interpreted as a sign of os-

teoarthritic thinning of the acetabular cartilage; (iii) they directly measured femoral

heads with a vernier caliper to find an average difference of 0.007 in (0.2 mm) between

the oblique (superior-lateral to inferior-medial) and horizontal (anterior to posterior)
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diameters; (iv) they examined radiographs of the femoral head in three principal

planes to find a maximum deviation of 1.6% in the bony shape and 1.2% in the car-

tilage shape over nine subjects. They concluded that the femoral head is “a sphere

with minor and inconstant deviations from perfection”. Although this study is the

foundation of the spherical geometric models of the human hip, it is limited by scope

and by unusual interpretations of the data. Some examples of their peculiar inter-

pretations were: selective exclusion of data that was inconsistent with the rest of

samples; attribution of incongruities of the two bony components to cartilage that

was swollen by formalin fixation; examination of cross-sections in only two particular

planes; and sparse sampling of the femoral head.

Shortly afterwards, Goodfellow and Bullough [14] measured the curvature of both

surfaces of the hip joint in 53 hips that were obtained at necropsy from different

subjects of different age. Using a three-legged gauge, they measured the radius of

curvature at four points, equidistant from each other along an equatorial circle on

each surface. Substantial differences were found in the curvature from one point to

another, contrary to Charnley’s results.

A few years later, Greenwald and O’Connor [40] used a custom hydraulic loading

apparatus to measure contact areas in the hip under loading conditions that cor-

responded to specific points in the walking cycle. They found two distinct contact

areas on the anterior and posterior aspects of the acetabulum. Attesting to the axial

asymmetry of the acetabulum and poor fits of joint components with spherical or

ellipsoidal models, they concluded that “the articular surfaces of the hip are incon-

gruous and the combined cartilage thickness does vary from point to point”. These

features were referred to as the governing mechanisms of load transfer in the hip.
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Afoke et al. [1] measured the pressure distribution between the cartilaginous sur-

faces in five cadaveric hips with pressure-sensitive films. Each specimen was charac-

terized at three positions and loads, representing three instances in the walking cycle.

The pressure distribution was not uniform, which indicated that the cartilage did not,

to any great extent, distribute the load that was applied in the experiments. These

pressure prints and contour maps revealed features suggestive of incongruity: if the

femoral head and acetabulum were perfectly congruent, or incongruent but symmet-

rical, then the pressure prints would have be uniform and regular in shape (but were

not).

Menschik [75] used a CNC coordinate measuring machine to question the ball

and socket model of the human hip. A rotational axis was determined by CNC

measurements on 8 apparently normal hips. He reported the mean deviation from a

rotational conchoid, in a meridian section, to be quite small; this suggested that this

shape might better describe the joint. The conchoid is a special shape that makes

the joint less likely to sublux than does a ball and socket joint model, because the

combined rolling and gliding movements of the femoral head and acetabulum result

in greater changes in contact surfaces in the hip joint. The occurrence of rolling might

also decrease wear.

The advancement of 3D laser scanners in the early 2000s facilitated new studies of

morphology. Xi et al. [125] used a 3D laser scanner to examine the bony surfaces of 38

hips, performing local and global morphological analyses on the acetabular surfaces.

A rotational ellipsoid model was fit to the acetabulum surface, then an optimization

technique was used to find the geometric parameters of the model. The fitting error

of a rotational ellipsoid was found to be smaller than the best-fit sphere, from which
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it was concluded that the rotational ellipsoid described the shape of the acetabulum

better.

Gu et al. [42] also used a 3D laser scanner to create 3D triangulated mesh sur-

face approximations, studying 25 specimens of unilateral acetabulums in which the

cartilage surface was well preserved. Using surface-fitting algorithms and mathemat-

ical curve surface theory, two main curvature parameters, Gaussian curvature and

mean curvature, were calculated at each point on the surface of the acetabular car-

tilage. The distribution patterns of both parameters over the curved surface were

modeled and the eigenvalues of the surface were calculated to determine the shape of

the acetabular cartilage surface. Statistical analysis of these specimens showed that

the shape of the acetabular cartilage surface was not a sphere but was fit well by a

rotational ellipsoid.

Kang et al. [55] used MRI scans of 14 healthy subjects, applying a conchoid shape

to the reconstructed three-dimensional acetabular cartilage surfaces. They found that

fitting a conchoid shape to the acetabulum would improve calculation for identifying

hip joint center.

In a recent attempt to test the sphericity assumption, Cerveri et al. [21] used CT

scans of 11 cadavers and 9 patients to compare three different parameterizations of

acetabular surfaces. After fitting a sphere, an ellipsoid, and a rotational conchoid

to the reconstructed acetabular surface, they concluded that the morphology of the

overall acetabular cup “can be parameterized both with ellipsoid shape and conchoid

shape”.

Interestingly, despite the many results that favor asphericity of both femoral and

acetabular surfaces, the spherical model proposed by Hammond and Charnley seems
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to be the most prevalent description of the human hip.

2.3 An Overview of Hip Kinematics Studies

The spherical model requires spherically congruent surfaces, with joint kinematics

strictly limited to rotational motion [134]. However, the contradictory results on

hip morphology have raised the possibility that the hip does not abide by the other

implication of the eminent spherical model. In other words, if the hip is not spherical

in shape, it may not move as a ball and socket joint.

By a detailed exploration of hip motion in its entirety of range of motion, Walm-

sley [115] had found that the femoral head may translate up to 20 mm from the

neutral position if the joint was put into 70◦ flexion, 5◦ abduction and 10◦ extension.

In their later paper, Hammond and Charnley [45] also tested displacements of the

femoral head in five different flexion/extension steps. They concluded that the range

of lateral motion was insignificant. This kinematics study was limited by sparse kine-

matics assessment in formalin-fixed specimens, which is a tissue state that is known

to be mechanically stiff.

After seven decades of virtually no notable research results on hip kinematics,

Harding et al. [46] resumed research on this topic. They examined the femoral

head gliding within the acetabulum of 12 formalin fixed cadavers, with displacements

recorded using a dial gauge attached to the bony pelvis and an external fixator; mo-

bilizing forces were monitored by load cells. A maximal displacement of 2.90 mm

was measured at the maximum force of 365 N. Despite the mechanically stiff state

of the embalmed soft tissues, the study concluded that there was highly variable but

definitely noticeable femoral head glide.
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Gilles et al. [39] measured hip joint translations using magnetic resonance images

(MRI) of 12 healthy subjects going through low-amplitude adduction and extreme

flexion. They found hip joint translations up to a maximum of 4 mm (average of

2 mm) with no direction of translations being dominant.

Using a similar methodology, Akiyama et al. [2] compared 40 normal and 22

dysplastic hip joints in the four poses of neutral, 45◦ flexion, 15◦ extension and a

combination of 50◦ flexion, 40◦ abduction, and 60◦ external rotation. They found

hip joint translations of up to a maximum of 1.9 mm and 4.3 mm in healthy and

dysplastic subjects, respectively. Both Gilles’s studies and Akiyama’s studies used

active subjects, with assessment of translation limited to only a few orientations.

Cereatti et al. [20] used stereophotogrammetry to study kinematics of four cadav-

eric pelvises in a limited range of poses. After kinematics data were smoothed using

piecewise cubic splines, they found translations of 1 mm; these results may seriously

under-estimate translation because the smoothing process methodologically excluded

exceptional hip kinematics.

Despite the major role of hip in human locomotion and weight bearing, its kine-

matics is poorly investigated compared to other major joints in the body such as the

knee [24]. I surmise that this lack of investigation has led to an incomplete under-

standing of the potential for aspherical human hip kinematics.

In this dissertation, I describe a study on shoulder kinematics. It may be useful

to briefly review the functional anatomy and kinematics of this complex joint.
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2.4 Functional Anatomy of the Shoulder Joint

The shoulder joint, which is also called the glenohumeral joint, is an articulation

between scapula and the humerus; this articulation occurs in the regions of the glenoid

of the scapula and the humeral head of the humerus. It has the three main tissue

types of the hip, plus the rotator cuff that is composed of muscle and connective

tissues:

• Bone and articular cartilage The glenohumeral joint of the shoulder mecha-

nism is the synovial joint between the humeral head and the glenoid fossa. The

shallow surface of glenoid fossa is only one-quarter to one-third of the area of

humeral head, which means that only part of the humeral head is in contact

with the glenoid in any given rotational state.

• Intra-articular fibrocartilaginous soft tissues The labrum deepens the re-

ceiving cavity of glenoid by extending its margins with a rim of cartilaginous

soft tissue; it is in contact with the synovial membrane on one side and at-

tached to the capsular ligaments on the other side. The glenoid labrum is a

major contributing factor to joint stability in the overall shoulder mechanism.

• Inter-articular capsular ligaments The glenohumeral capsule is attached

medially to the margin of the glenoid fossa and laterally to the circumference

of the humeral neck, Figure 2.2. Unlike the hip joint capsule, the contribution

of the capsuloligamentous mechanism of the glenohumeral joint to the overall

joint stability is modest. The capsule consists of three glenohumeral ligaments –

superior, middle, and inferior – that are interconnected by the subscapular

bursa.
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• Musculotendinous Cuff The glenohumeral rotator cuff consists of four mus-

cles: supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor and subscapularis. Tendons of

the rotator cuff muscles blend and reinforce the capsular tissue, providing active

support for the joint. The musclotendinous rotator cuff is a major contributing

factor to overall glenohumeral stability.

Figure 2.2: Capsular ligaments of the shoulder joint. The capsule consists of
three glenohumeral ligaments - superior, middle, and inferior – that are interconnected
by the subscapular bursa.

2.5 An Overview of Shoulder Kinematics Studies

For the shoulder, clinical needs have often driven the descriptions of the joint kine-

matics. Shoulder joint models range from a simple hinge joint to a complex spatial

joint, Figure 2.3. Although planar or spatial ball and socket models could be used for

measurements of angular range of motion in asymptomatic cases that exhibit min-

imal translatory movement, such models seem to be much less useful in describing
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symptomatic subjects [30,31,88,91,113].

Figure 2.3: Evolution of shoulder models. Clinical applications have had a sig-
nificant role in the assumptions that underlie kinematics models for the shoulder
joint.

The six-degrees-of-freedom shoulder model introduced by Wang et al. [116] is the

basis for most studies on shoulder kinematics. This model initiated the movement

towards characterization of translatory motions that are relevant to clinical outcomes,

which can be grouped into four categories:

• Clinical Assessments In an attempt to distinguish normal from pathological

translations in both magnitude and direction, this category of research has stud-

ied the effect of compromised articular soft tissues on shoulder kinematics [5].

This category includes a primary focus on: (i) soft tissue imbalance, such as

capsular tightness [69,97,119]; (ii) soft tissue tears, such as labral lesions [44,74];

or (iii) glenohumeral impingements [71].

• Outcome Evaluation This category of studies has focused on quantitative

assessment of surgical and non-surgical soft tissue management techniques, such

as labral lesion repairs [10, 15] and their effect on the overall joint range of

motion [35].
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• Prosthesis Design and Evaluation To achieve an optimized engineering de-

sign, this category of studies has compared different replacement components

and assessed the trade-off between subsequent range of motion and joint stabil-

ity [3, 56]. Considerations such as component mal-alignment [50, 121] and arm

length studies have also been conducted.

• Sports Biomechanics This category of studies has focused on kinematics of

glenohumeral joint and its associated injuries and treatments in athletes who

perform repetitive overhead motions, such as baseball players and golfers [41,99].

2.6 An Overview of Joint Kinematics Measurement Systems

Kinematics analysis of the relative motion of limb segments requires determination

of their instantaneous position and orientation as they go through a range of motion.

To this end, different motion analysis systems have been used; each was developed for

a specific use, following specific assumptions about the joint morphology and motion.

This section provides an overview of conventional motion acquisition systems that

have been used in joint kinematics analysis, and briefly reviews the literature within

the scope of hip and shoulder motion analysis.

2.6.1 Exoskeletal Linkage Systems

Originally developed by Karpovich in 1959, an exoskeletal system, also called an elec-

trogoniometer, uses mechanisms externally attached to the joint system to measure

the relative motions of the limb segments [22]. With the addition of rotary and trans-

latory potentiometers to the mechanical apparatus, motion of a joint can be measured

in a decoupled fashion; this is depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: A representative triaxial hip goniometer. Using goniometry, the
angular range of motion of the hip can be assessed [22].

Although electrogoniometers have been used in assessment of angular range of

motion in most of major body joints [62, 82], accurate measurement of translatory

motions is not achievable even by spatial-linkage systems that are specifically designed

to simultaneously record both angular and translatory motions. Because of inevitable

relative motion between the instrument and the underlying bony structure, mainly

as a result of soft-tissue disposition, true measurement of small joint translations are

difficult or impossible.
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2.6.2 Medical Imaging Systems

Another method for studying joint kinematics relies on direct measurement of bone

motions using medical imaging methods such as conventional fluoroscopy, biplane ra-

diography, and MRI or CT images. Although not as invasive as goniometry, each of

these imaging modalities has limitations. Conventional fluoroscopy provides real-time

visualization of joint motions but, because these are inherently two-dimensional im-

ages with motion blur and parallax, there are substantial limitations to this method.

Biplane radiography is a related imaging modality that provides accurate, three-

dimensional visualization of the underlying anatomy [107]; however, increased radia-

tion dose to the subject remains a problem for in research with asymptomatic human

subjects [94].

Superimposition of MRI images is an alternative that has shown to provide ad-

equate accuracy with no additional ionizing radiation [2, 39]. This method typically

has four steps : (i) image acquisition at the neutral position of the limbs that contain

the joint of interest; (ii) image acquisition at few other positions that would serve the

purpose of study; (iii) registration of acquired images to the image of neutral state;

(iv) calculations of joint center translations relative to the neutral state. An example

of MRI superimposition is shown in Figure 2.5.

MRI-based measurement systems can only provide limited information about kine-

matics of a joint because of restrictions on the range of motion that can be achieved

in a closed-bore MRI scanner, and the inherently low frame rate of image acquisition.
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Figure 2.5: 3D visualization of femoral head translation using reconstructed
MRI images. By superimposing neutral image and another pose, the femoral head
center is visualized in the consecutive poses.

2.6.3 Marker-Based Systems

This class of motion measurement systems conventionally rely on accurate localiza-

tion of skin-mounted markers by tracking systems based on electromagnetic, opto-

electronic or video-based principles. A common example is using a cluster of active

light-emitting markers, or passive light-reflecting markers, that are placed on the skin

of each body segment that contain the joint of interest; an example is shown in Fig-

ure 2.6. The premise is to substitute each limb with an assumed rigid body that

is the ensemble of markers, and follow the ensemble’s motion as the joint is taken

through its range of motion. Gait analysis is a well known implementation of such

technologies.

The ease of use, and non-invasive nature of such systems, makes them a convenient

technology for clinical and research studies of motion analysis. However, it is known

that motion and displacement of the soft tissue between a marker cluster and the
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Figure 2.6: Marker placement for gait analysis of lower extremity. Skin
marker placements for analysis of knee kinematics. Anatomical joint centers are
located by �. Cluster of markers that identify a rigid body that is associated with
each limb are indicated as ⊗.

underlying bone can be as much as 20 mm [8]. This movement may be a critical

source of error that is referred to as soft-tissue artifact. It has been shown that this

error is great around the thigh region and is highly task dependent, which makes

rotations about the flexion/extension axis of the hip joint the only reliable motion

to be measured [67]. In a review by Leardini et al. [67] it was shown that, despite

numerous attempts, numerical compensation for soft-tissue artifacts has not yet been

achieved. One way to overcome soft-tissue artifacts is to use implanted bone pins [?],

but such invasiveness raises questions of research ethics and of safety for the study

subjects.
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2.6.4 Surgical Navigation Systems

Surgical navigation systems, which are used in computer-assisted surgery, rely on the

integration of medical imaging with a spatial-tracking system. Surgical navigation

tracks, and optionally visualizes, the position and orientation of an object of interest;

this object may be bony anatomy or a surgical tool. Originally designed for stereo-

tactic probe placement in neurosurgery [13], surgical navigation has been widely used

in orthopedic surgery over the past two decades. Regular use has included pedicle

screw placement [66, 76], total knee arthroplasties [18, 26] and total hip arthroplas-

ties [68,109,120]. The technology has improved the technical success rate of surgeries

where accurate alignment and target placement is of high importance [105], with

long-term outcomes being less clear.

A typical work-flow for a computer-assisted surgery is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

Three-dimensional (3D) models of the bony anatomy are reconstructed from MRI

or computed tomography images (CT). The surgeon can then devise a surgical plan

based on the 3D model. Prior to the surgery, each bony segment will be instrumented

with a local coordinate reference (LCR) that will track the segment, and which can be

used for registration to the segment’s 3D model. After registration, the tracking unit

provides spatial information to a computer that calculates and displays the position

and orientation of the respective 3D model. The surgeon can then proceed with the

surgical plan, which may include an assessment of range of motion.

A surgical navigation system includes a tracking unit, bone mounted targets that

act as local coordinate references, and tracking software that is usually adapted to

the specific application. An example of the devices and information flow is shown in

Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.7: Tasks in the work flow of a computer assisted surgery. The first
three steps take place preoperatively. Following a CT scan of the bony anatomy,
the series of 2D X-ray slices are segmented to denote pixels belonging to each bony
segment. After an adequate representation of the anatomy has been achieved, the
surgeon can perform virtual planning to meet the purpose of specific surgery. After
the instrumentation is attached to the anatomy and registration has been performed,
the computer assisted system is ready for use. For joint surgery, the range of motion
may optionally be acquired and assessed.
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Figure 2.8: Tasks in a computer assisted surgery work flow. A local coordinate
reference (LCR) is attached to the femur and pelvis which is navigated by the tracking
unit. Image-to-patient registration includes a spatial mapping between the anatomy
to the virtual model.

The concept of kinematics evaluation using a surgical navigation systems in an OR

setting is not new; a computer-assisted work-flow, not needing any virtual planning

and consequent following of the plan, can easily be adapted for kinematics analysis

as described in Figures 2.9. Such technologies have been used to assess angular range

of motion corrective knee surgeries in real time [18, 60, 70]. One limitation is that

the accuracy of the overall procedure depends on a rigid relation between a local

coordinate reference and the associated bony anatomy, usually provided by bone

pins. Because of their invasiveness, bone pins have been used only in very limited

studies with consenting patients, and in cadaveric studies.
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Figure 2.9: Kinematics analysis within a computer-assisted surgery work-
flow. Information in dashed lines is needed for surgical purposes. In a kinematics
study, assignment of anatomical coordinate frame and final kinematics analysis can
be added to the surgical process.

2.7 Summary

A kinematics description of anatomical joints relies on a selection of specific param-

eters to be measured and used. These parameters are selected by using assumptions

about the joint morphology and the capabilities of the measurement apparatus.

The adult human hip is conventionally modeled as a ball and socket joint, which

requires spherically congruent surfaces and which has the joint kinematics limited to
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rotational motion. Recent works on hip morphology suggests that the most likely

shape of the human hip is a pair of aspherical and non-matching articular surfaces.

This newer morphological model raises the possibility that the hip also is not modeled

kinematically as a spherical joint. A review of the major work on hip kinematics shows

that the concept of translation in the human hip is not new, with several interesting

research questions remaining open: Is the aspherical hip kinematics detectable as a

significant translational motion? Does the state of surrounding soft tissues change

the translatory movement of the hip?

The closely related shoulder joint is well known to exhibit translatory kinematics.

The role of soft tissues in the overall translatory motion of the human shoulder is

unclear.

Different motion capture methods such as electrogoniometers, medical imaging

and marker based systems have previously been used to measure translatory motion

of human joints. These methods are often limited by soft-tissue disposition, restricted

feasible range of motion, low speed of data acquisition, and soft-tissue artifacts. An

alternative solution is to use surgical navigation systems based on computed tomog-

raphy images. A computer-assisted work-flow, not needing a virtual planning and

consequent following of the plan, can easily be adapted for kinematics analysis.

The purpose of this work is to address three scientific questions with the help of

a surgical navigation technology. The next chapter will describe the materials and

methods used to study these questions.
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Chapter 3

Methods

To add to the current understanding of aspherical motion within human joints, de-

tailed kinematics of human hip and shoulder joints were studied. A surgical navigation

system, which normally serves as a real-time intra-operative information system, was

used to measure and document the kinematics of human joints.

The three main scientific questions of this dissertation can be summarized as: Are

aspherical hip kinematics detectable as a translational motion? Does the state of

surrounding soft tissues change the translatory movement of the hip? And, does the

state of surrounding soft tissues change the translatory motion of the shoulder?

In this chapter, the experimental methods of three cadaveric studies executed to

address these questions are explained. Section 3.1 describes the rationale behind each

study design. In Section 3.2, the specimen selection and preparation is described. In

Section 3.3, the different steps needed for use of surgical navigation technology in

kinematics studies are explained in detail. The chapter concludes with a summary in

Section 3.5.
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3.1 Overview

To enhance the current understanding of the potential for translatory motion in hu-

man joints, three separate cadaveric studies were conducted. These studies examined

the kinematics of a truly spherical joint (total hip arthroplasty), a nominally spherical

joint (the hip joint) and a truly aspherical joint (shoulder joint) using a commercially

available surgical navigation system.

The first study, was designed to assess technical accuracy of the system. Some

results of this study were presented at the 29th International Congress and Exhibition

on Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery (CARS) [131]. At the time of writing,

this was the first report on kinematics of a cadaveric specimen where the donor had

a total hip arthroplasty prior to death.

The second study was designed to answer questions on the significance of aspher-

ical human hip motions and the role of soft tissue states in the overall kinematics.

This contributed to the literature, by having a larger sample size, considering more

soft tissue states, and assessing the range of motion to a larger extent. Some results of

this study were presented at the 27th CARS conference [129], International Mechani-

cal and Materials Engineering Congress and Exposition [127,130], Annual Meeting of

the International Society for Computer Assisted Orthopedic Surgery [128], and the

Bone & Joint Journal [126].

The third study investigated the role of surrounding soft tissue in overall shoulder

kinematics. The concept of translation in the human shoulder is not new; but, linking

aberrations of the translatory motion to the state of soft tissues is new. Some results

of this study were presented at the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Orthopedic

Association [133] and published in the International Journal of Computer Assisted
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Radiology and Surgery [132].

Each study followed a protocol devised for utilizing surgical navigation technology

in kinematics analysis. The hip was used as a representative example for the process

of segmentation, instrumentation and mathematical description; however, description

of anatomical coordinate frames is carried out for both shoulders and hips.

3.2 Materials

Under a protocol approved by the combined Research Ethics Board (REB) of Queen’s

University and Kingston General Hospital (summarized in the Appendix), each ca-

daveric study was performed in a laboratory with Biohazard Level 2 designation.

The first study was conducted on a cadaveric pelvis (male, age 89), with the donor

having had a total hip arthroplasty (THA) pre-mortem on the left side. The specimen

was sectioned above the fifth lumbar vertebrae and at the knee. Peri-articular soft

tissues were dissected down to the capsule. During and after dissection, an opening

was found on the anterior aspect of the capsule on the specimen; this opening was

consistent with uncompleted healing after the THA procedure.

The second study was conducted on twelve fresh-frozen cadaveric hemi-pelvises

extracted from six donors ( male, ages: 71, 77, 83, 77, 84, 92) with no signs of

hip arthritis. Specimens were sectioned similar to the previous study; this time all

the soft tissues were kept intact. Specimens were first studied whole, having been

eviscerated but which otherwise were complete. The hips of the specimens were

then exposed, done by dissecting soft tissues to the bone and capsule-only state

commonly used in biomechanical studies. To assess soft-tissue contributions, half of

the specimens had a full capsulectomy with the capsular ligaments entirely excised;
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the other specimens had a Ganz Z-shaped capsulotomy [37] that was performed by

first incising the superior band of the iliofemoral ligament, then an incision that

followed the direction of capsular fibers, and finally an incision that cut inferior band

of the iliofemoral ligament. After this, each specimen had the ligamentum teres

removed by excision at the acetabular notch and at the fovea capitis of the femoral

head. Finally, a labrectomy was performed to fully disarticulate the joint.

The third study was conducted on four human cadaveric shoulders (three formalde-

hyde-fixed and one fresh frozen). Each specimen consisted of the upper limb, includ-

ing the entire scapula with the rotator cuff muscles intact. All excess soft tissue and

the deltoid muscle were dissected off the shoulder region; in addition, skin and the

soft tissues were dissected from the elbow region to expose the lateral and medial

epicondyles for ease of subsequent registration. Specimen were studied once with all

the rotator cuff muscles intact. Following removal of the rotator cuff muscles, the

specimens were studied with the joint capsule in its natural state.

This study was an investigation of subtle changes in excursions within the shoulder

joint following an induced posterior capsule tightness. The posterior-capsule was

surgically tightened by 5 mm and 10 mm. To perform the capsular tightening, the

humerus was internally rotated to stretch the posterior capsule. Using a flexible ruler,

a 5mm by 5mm grid was marked on the intact posterior capsule starting at the glenoid

labrum and proceeding laterally for 20mm and then for 20mm inferior to the base

of the scapular spine. To induce tightening, the humerus was rotated externally to

fold the posterior capsule and sutures were applied at the grid intersections for the

desired degree of tightness.

The formaldehyde-fixed upper limbs were kept wet at room temperature (≈ 20 ◦C),
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whereas the fresh frozen specimen thawed for 48 hours before the data collection.

3.3 Surgical Navigation for Kinematics Analysis

As a representative example of kinematics studies conducted with a surgical naviga-

tion system, this section provides an overview of the different components involved

in a kinematics study.

3.3.1 CT and Segmentation

For these studies, computed tomography (CT) images of each cadaveric specimen,

with all soft tissues intact, were acquired (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, US). CT im-

ages were acquired with slice thickness of 2.50 mm (reconstructed to 1.25 mm) at an

axial spacing of 0.625 mm with an approximate in-plane spatial resolution of 0.6 mm

per pixel. The scanning area contained the entire pelvis and the femur or the entire

scapula and the humerus. Images were imported into Mimics software (Materialise,

Leuven, Belgium), a commercially available software environment for 3D image pro-

cessing and editing; the editing is usually referred to as segmentation [85]. The

anatomy was systematically segmented into 3D digital models using a process that

ensured the production of precise representations of the anatomy:

Thresholding Using pre-set Hounsfield units (HU) for bone, the bony anatomy is

highlighted, creating a rough starting mask.

Region growing Using the first mask and navigating through slices one by one,

pixels connecting different parts of the anatomy were identified and deleted.

Then, using region growing, different parts of the anatomy were turned into

separate masks.
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Figure 3.1: 3D reconstruction of pelvis from CT series. The 3D reconstruction
started with CT image acquisition of the target anatomy. The bony anatomy was
systematically segmented and turned into a 3D model compatible with the navigation
software.

Refining Expert individuals manually edited each mask until satisfactory represen-

tation of the respective anatomy in all anatomical planes was achieved.

3D modeling The refined mask for each bony anatomy was then turned to stere-

olithography (STL) format for further use. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic rep-

resentation of the different steps involved in preparation of the 3D model.

The segmentation process for the cadaveric specimen with the total hip arthro-

plasty was particularly challenging. Because metallic implants were present, the CT

images exhibited metal streak artifacts. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the quality of seg-

mented region following the initial region growing, before and after manual refining,

which took over 16 hours of labor.

During the segmentation process, for the asymptomatic hip specimens, the ac-

etabulum was identified as the subchondral acetabular surface. Osteophytes and the

insertion region of the ligamentum teres were ignored. The femoral head was also
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Figure 3.2: Metal artifacts in CT images of cadaveric specimen with im-
planted THA. The image on the left shows results of the software thresholding
and region growing before manual refining. Image on the right shows the implanted
component after the iterative manual segmentation.

identified as the subchondral femoral surface, with osteophytes and the foveal head

also ignored. To further enhance the quality of registration, four titanium screws were

implanted into each femur (one in the greater trochanter and three non-collinearly

on the femoral shaft) and each hemi-pelvis (two in the superior ilium, one in the

posterior ilium, and one in the pubic ramus) to serve as fiducial markers.

For the upper extremity specimens, the thin volume along the scapular plate
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introduced another level of difficulty that increased the time needed to complete the

segmentation process.

3.3.2 Instrumentation

A surgical navigation system mainly consists of a tracking unit that use electromag-

netic or optoelectronic technology, bone-mounted targets that act as local coordinate

references (LCRs) and tracking software that is usually adapted to the specific appli-

cation, Figures 3.3. For this study, a commercially available, optical-based, tracking

system (Optotrak-Certus, NDI, Waterloo, CA) connected to custom software, the

Virtual Surgery System (VSS), to capture the kinematics data. The software was

installed on a desktop computer (Dell Precision 690, Dual Quadcore Xeon processors

2.33GHz, 16.0GB RAM and Windows XP Professional x64 Edition Version 2003).

The 3D surface models for each bony side were imported into VSS. The local coor-

dinate references were attached to the bones so that a maximum line of sight was

provided to the tracking unit.

3.3.3 Registration

Each 3D model was registered to the actual anatomy in two steps [72]:

Paired-point registration An initial rough registration between the 3D model and

bony anatomy was performed by digitizing a few generally recognizable and

easily accessible anatomical landmarks.

Surface registration The first estimate was then further improved by digitizing

more points on the surface of the bony anatomy. These points covered the

anatomy of interest providing enough translational and rotational constraints
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Figure 3.3: Components of a typical surgical navigation system. The bone-
mounted local coordinate references are tracked by the tracking unit. By spatial
mapping, the physical bony anatomy was registered to 3D models.

on the registration. This step was repeated until an acceptable sub-millimeter

root mean square (RMS) error was achieved.

3.3.4 Identification of Anatomical Coordinate Frames

These studies used International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) set of standards for

defining joint coordinate frames, which rely on identification of anatomical landmarks

on each bony attachment of the joint of interest [122,123].

Hip Joint The anatomical landmarks used for pelvis were: Acetabulum Rotation

Center (ARC), Anterior Superior Iliac Spine (ASIS) and Posterior Superior

Iliac Spine (PSIS). Picking the ARC as the center of the coordinate frame, the

Latero-Medial direction (LM) was defined as the line parallel to a line connecting
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the right and left ASISs, pointed towards the medial direction. The Infero-

Superior direction (IS) was the line perpendicular to the plane formed by the

two ASISs and mid-PSIS. Finally the Antero-Posterior direction (AP) was the

cross product of the first two directions; these are illustrated in Figure 3.4.

The femoral landmarks included the Femoral Head Center (FHC), the Lateral

Epicondyle (LE) and the Medial Epicondyle (ME). Choosing the FHC as the

center of the coordinate frame, the line connecting LE to ME defined the lat-

eromedial direction; the line perpendicular to the plane formed by the FHC,

LE and ME defined the anteroposterior direction; and the cross product of the

first two defines the inferosuperior direction of the femur; these are illustrated

in Figure 3.5.

A least-squares fitting algorithm [89] was used to find the nominal ARC and

the FHC. A sequence of points were selected on the articular surfaces of the

3D models of the respective bony anatomy. The median of each point cloud

were used as the first estimate of the point for the calculation of the coordinate

frames. The largest distance between the median and the point clouds was

taken as the initial estimate for the radius.
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Figure 3.4: The pelvic coordinate frame. A triad was positioned at the spherical
center of the acetabulum; triad is illustrated with superior for red, medial for green,
and anterior for blue.
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Figure 3.5: The femoral coordinate frame. A triad was positioned at the spherical
center of the femoral head; triad is illustrated with superior for red, medial for green,
and anterior for blue (not seen in this posterior view). ME and LE stand for the
medial and lateral epicondyles, respectively.
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Shoulder Joint The anatomical landmarks used for the scapula were the Glenoid

Rotation Center (GRC), the Angulus Acromialis (AA), the most laterodorsal

point of the scapula, Trigonum Scapulae (TS), and Angulus Inferior (AI). The

line perpendicular to the plane formed by the AA, TS and AI defined the

anteroposterior direction on the scapula; the line connecting the AA and TS

defined the lateromedial direction; the cross product of the first two directions

defined the inferosuperior direction; these are illustrated in Figure 3.6.

The anatomical landmarks used for the humerus were the Humeral Rotation

Center (HRC), the Lateral Epicondyle (LE) and the Medial Epicondyle (ME).

The line connecting the LE to the ME defined the lateromedial direction; the

line perpendicular to the plane formed by the HRC, LE and ME defined the

anteroposterior direction; and the cross product of the first two defined the

inferosuperior direction of the humerus; these are illustrated in Figure 3.7. The

same least-squares fitting algorithm was used to find the GRC and the HRC.
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Figure 3.6: The scapular coordinate frame. A triad was positioned at the spher-
ical center of the glenoid; triad is illustrated with superior for red, medial for green,
and anterior for blue.
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Figure 3.7: The humeral coordinate frame. A triad was positioned at the spher-
ical center of the humeral head; triad is illustrated with superior for red, medial for
green, and anterior for blue.
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3.3.5 Assessment of Ranges of Motion

As advised by my clinical collaborators, the kinematics of each cadaveric specimen

was examined by means of a clinically relevant set of passive motions. For the hip

studies, the protocol used a set of 41 passive kinematics manoeuvres, grouped in

twelve main categories. Each joint was initially assessed for its maximum achievable

range of rotational movement, followed by eight various combined rotations that were

abduction/adduction, flexion/extension, and internal/external rotations. Each hip

was also taken through two functional motions used in clinical assessment: sitting

with ankles splayed (90 ◦ flexion, full adduction and full internal rotation) and sitting

with legs akimbo (90 ◦ flexion, full abduction and full external rotation). The angles

were defined within the physiological maximums (90 ◦ flexion, 40 ◦ abduction) and

corresponded to typical movements such as sitting, walking, and getting out of a car.

The entire ensemble of motions was repeated for each soft tissue state.

Shoulder kinematics were assessed using a nine-step motion protocol that was

devised to mimic passive motions from clinical assessments. The protocol included

an initial assessment of maximum full range of motion, followed by four functional

motions that were used clinically to find shoulder instabilities in case of capsular in-

stabilities. Similar to the previous study, the entire ensemble of motions was repeated

for each soft tissue state.

Although reaching the final pose was encouraged, the operator was instructed to

not push the specimen beyond a physiologically achievable range of motion. Details

of the motion protocols can be found in the Appendix.
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3.3.6 Mathematical Description of Motion

A sequence of transformations between coordinate frames provided a mathematical

description of the motion between bony attachments of the joint. The relevant coor-

dinate frames for the hip studies are illustrated in Figure 3.8 and defined in Table 3.1.

The points and displacements were transformed using 4× 4 homogeneous matrices.

Figure 3.8: Coordinate transformations in 3D surgical navigation system.
Spatial displacements were used to describe translation of the femoral head in the
anatomical coordinate frame of the pelvis. Local coordinate references were estab-
lished in the localizer, {L}, the physical femoral and acetabular components of the
bony anatomy, {F} and {A}, and the reconstructed models of femoral, {H}, and
acetabular components, {C}.

Position and coordination of both femur and acetabulum are recorded in real time

in tracking unit’s coordinate frame. The tracking unit and the 3D model coordinate

frames correlate through the registration transformation matrix defined as H
L T and
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Table 3.1: Coordinate frames describing hip motion
Frame Meaning
{L} Localizer coordinates (Optotrak system)
{F} Femur physical coordinates
{H} Femoral head image coordinates, from the CT scan
{A} Acetabulum physical coordinates
{C} Acetabular-cup image coordinates, from the CT scan

C
LT for the femoral head and acetabular cup, respectively. The VSS navigation system

reports the registration matrix in an axis-angle form

T =

[
x y z φ k1 k2 k3

]

where [x y z]T was the position of the localizer coordinate frame, φ was the angle

of rotation and [k1 k2 k3]
T defined the unit axis ~k. Using the axis and angle, the

orthogonal rotation matrix R between the localizer and 3D models was constructed

as

R = cos(φ)I + sin(φ)K + (1− cos(φ))~k~kT

where K was the skew symmetric matrix

K =


0 −k3 k2

k3 0 −k1

−k2 k1 0


Transformation between 3D models and anatomical coordinates were found as

F
HTand A

CT . The tracked position of the LCRs in the anatomical coordinate frames

was represented as F
HT

H
L T =F

L T and A
CT

C
LT =A

L T . The relative motion of the femur
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and pelvis was found as A
FT =A

L T F
LT

−1, A
FT was a homogeneous matrix containing

information about the position and orientation of the two bony segments at each

frame.

The final rotation matrix was decomposed in the order suggested by International

Society of Biomechanics; as Flexion/Extension, Abduction/Adduction and Internal

rotation/External angles [122,123].

3.3.7 Identification of Impingement

For the hip studies, the resulting kinematics data was further screened for a condition

called femoroacetabular impingement (FAI). In FAI, the femur abnormally contacts

the acetabulum, associated with either an enlarged femur (cam-type impingement) or

an enlarged acetabulum (pincer-type impingement). Such a contact could act as an

intrinsic pivot about which the femoral head could lever, in acetabular coordinates,

which might have led to exceptional hip translations.

Impingement locations were found as geometric intersections between femoral and

acetabular models using custom software. Because the articular surfaces were nec-

essarily in contact, only zones in the peri-articular region of the femoral neck and

acetabular rim were considered in the impingement analysis; as illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.9. An impingement was determined when any point on one triangulated mesh

penetrated the other mesh by more than 0.001 mm. These instances were validated

through investigation of the motion sequence around the sudden jump in translatory

waveform.
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Figure 3.9: Peri-articular regions used in impingement analysis. Peri-articular
regions of the acetabular cup and femoral head, shown as triangulated surfaces, were
considered in the impingement analysis. Here, the femur was moved out of the socket
for purpose of illustration.

3.4 Methods

Translatory kinematics of the joints were studied as: (i) a control case of spherical

motion produced by a truly spherical joint, from total hip arthroplasty; (ii) the nom-

inally spherical motion of hip joints; and (iii) the truly aspherical motion of shoulder

joints.
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3.4.1 Kinematics of a Truly Spherical Joint: Total Hip Arthroplasty

The first study was conducted on a cadaveric pelvis (male, age 89), with the donor

having had a total hip arthroplasty (THA) pre-mortem on the left side. Specimens

were sectioned above the fifth lumbar vertebrae and at the knee. Peri-articular soft

tissues were dissected down to the capsule, as seen in Figure 3.10. During and after

dissection, an opening was found on the anterior aspect of the capsule on the specimen;

this opening was consistent with uncompleted healing after the THA procedure.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: A specimen with total hip arthroplasty. (a) superficial soft tissues
dissected, (b) an opening can be seen on the anterior side of capsule.

After imaging and segmentation, the specimen was instrumented with local co-

ordinate references and registered to the 3D models. Poses of the femur and pelvis

were recorded in motion protocols designed after consultation with my clinical collab-

orators; These motion protocols were devised to mimic passive hip ranges of motion

used in clinical assessments. The protocol entailed an initial assessment of maximum

achievable range of rotational movement followed by combined rotations of abduc-

tion/adduction, flexion/extension and internal/external rotation; these are tabulated

in the Appendix. The angles were defined within the physiological maximums (90 ◦
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flexion, 40 ◦ abduction) and correspond to typical movements such as sitting, walking

and getting out of a car.

3.4.2 Kinematics of a Nominally Spherical Joint: Adult Human Hip

The ex-vivo study was conducted on twelve fresh-frozen cadaveric hemi-pelvises ex-

tracted from six specimens ( male, ages: 71, 77, 83, 77, 84, 92). Specimens were

sectioned above the fifth lumbar vertebrae and at the knee; there were no signs of hip

arthritis. The specimens were thawed for at least 48 hours before the start of data

capture. Fiducial markers were implanted in hip (posterior surface of pubic ramus,

anterolateral pelvic brim, posterolateral pelvic brim, and iliac crest) and the femur

(3 in non-collinearly on the shaft, 1 in the greater trochanter).

Each specimen was first studied with all the soft tissues intact, prepared as de-

scribed above. Soft tissues were then dissected to the capsule-only state. To assess

soft-tissue contributions, half of the specimens had a full capsulectomy with the cap-

sular ligaments entirely excised, as seen in Figure 3.11(a); the other specimens had a

Z-shaped capsulotomy that was performed by first incising the superior band of the

iliofemoral ligament, then an incision that followed the direction of capsular fibers,

and finally an incision that cut inferior band of the iliofemoral ligament, as seen in

Figure 3.11(b). After this, each specimen had the ligamentum teres removed by ex-

cision at the acetabular notch and at the fovea capitis of the femoral head, as seen in

Figure 3.11(c). Finally, a labrectomy was performed to fully disarticulate the joint.

The hip range of motion was assessed using the twelve step motion protocol, that is

described in the Appendix.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.11: Representative cadaveric hip at different soft tissue states. (a)
The capsule removed. (b) The capsule incised. (c) The ligamentum teres removed.

3.4.3 Kinematics of a Truly Aspherical Joint: Adult Human Shoulder

The ex-vivo shoulder study was conducted on four human cadaveric shoulders (three

formaldehyde-fixed and one fresh frozen). Each specimen consisted of the upper limb,

including the entire scapula with the rotator cuff muscles intact. All excess soft tissue

and the deltoid muscle were dissected off the shoulder region; in addition, skin and

the soft tissues were dissected from the elbow region to expose the lateral and medial

epicondyles for ease of subsequent registration. Specimen were studied once with all

the rotator cuff muscles intact. Following removal of the rotator cuff muscles, the

specimens were studied with the joint capsule in its natural state.

This study was an investigation of subtle changes in excursions within the shoulder
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joint following an induced posterior capsule tightness. The posterior-capsule was

surgically tightened by 5 mm and 10 mm. To perform the capsular tightening, the

humerus was internally rotated to stretch the posterior capsule. Using a flexible ruler,

a 5mm by 5mm grid was marked on the intact posterior capsule starting at the glenoid

labrum and proceeding laterally for 20mm and then for 20mm inferior to the base of

the scapular spine, as illustrated in Figure 3.12(a). To induce tightening, the humerus

was rotated externally to fold the posterior capsule and sutures were applied at the

grid intersections for the desired degree of tightness, as seen in Figure 3.12(b).

The formaldehyde-fixed upper limbs were kept wet at room temperature (≈ 20 ◦C),

whereas the fresh frozen specimen thawed for 48 hours before the data collection.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Posterior capsule in representative cadaveric shoulders. with
(a) the 5mm by 5mm grid inked on the posterior capsule and (b) 5 mm tightening
procedure performed on the posterior capsule of a formalin-fixed cadaveric specimen.

Shoulder kinematics were assessed following a motion protocol, devised to mimic

passive motions usually used in clinical assessments, including: an initial assessment

of maximum full range of motion followed by four different functional motions known

to reveal shoulder instabilities in case of capsular instabilities; that is described in the

Appendix.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter presented the experimental method used to address the three main

scientific questions of this thesis. By studying kinematics of a donor that had a

truly spherical replacement component installed prior to death, the overall error was

estimated. To investigate the extent of translatory motions in intact adult hips, and

the possible role of soft tissues in the overall biomechanics, a separate cadaveric study

was conducted on twelve hemi-pelvises in five soft tissue states. Each cadaveric hip

was scanned using CT, instrumented for navigation, and passively taken through

41 passive kinematics manoeuvres. The center of the femoral head was calculated in

acetabular coordinates and pooled for each specimen hip, using maximum translations

exclusive of bony impingement. For the study on the cadaveric hip with a surgical

hip replacement, the motion protocol was performed in the capsule-intact state. For

the other cadaveric hips, the motion protocol was repeated for 5 tissue states: whole,

exposed to the capsule, partially or fully incised capsule, resection of the ligamentum

teres, and labrectomy. Femoral motions were compared to the ideal ball-and-socket

model, which has zero translation.

The role of soft tissues in the overall shoulder translatory motions were studied

in a cadaveric shoulder study. Each cadaveric shoulder was scanned using CT, in-

strumented for navigation, and passively taken through a nine-step motion protocol.

The center of the humeral head was calculated in scapular coordinates and pooled

for each specimen. This was repeated for 4 tissue states: rotator cuff intact, capsule

intact, 5 mm and 10 mm induced posterior capsule tightness.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter, results of each cadaveric study and their contributions to the objective

of this dissertation are explained in detail. Section 4.1 includes outcomes of the bench-

top test, evaluating accuracy of the surgical navigation system. Values reported by

manufacturers for each component of the surgical navigation system and the final

end-to-end accuracy of the system are summarized. The significance of the testing

method for kinematics analysis of human joints is explained in detail. In Section 4.2,

outcomes of the cadaveric hip study are explained in detail; this section also includes a

discussion of how these results add to the current understanding of hip biomechanics.

In Section 4.3, the role of surrounding soft tissues on translatory motion of the human

shoulder and its contribution to the current understanding of shoulder biomechanics

is discussed.

4.1 Kinematics of a Truly Spherical Joint: Total Hip Arthroplasty

The accuracy of a surgical navigation system is dependent on many factors, so the

only dependable way to report accuracy values are to do so for a specific application

of the system. A thorough study should consider errors associated with each step and
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have an estimate of the propagated end-to-end error of the overall system [27].

The different components of a surgical navigation system contributing to the over-

all accuracy include:

• Segmentation: Comparing CT segmented models to the actual bony anatomy

at the hip region, a previous study has shown an overall reproducibility of

0.3 mm ±0.5 mm, indicating that the process is highly accurate [102].

• Registration: Using a registration technique, shown to provide sub-millimeter

accuracy in orthopedic applications, the femur and pelvis were registered to the

segmented model with an RMS error of 0.01 mm and 0.04 mm [72].

• Navigation: Optotrak Certus (Northern Digital, Waterloo, CA), with a 3D

accuracy of 0.1 mm, was the active optical localization system used in these

studies.

To account for the end-to-end error of the system, this study investigated transla-

tory kinematics of a total hip arthroplasty construct that had spherical motion. The

positions and orientations of the femoral head center, with respect to the acetabular

coordinate frame, were extracted from the twelve motion sequences that constituted

6783 data instances.

For each of the twelve motion sequences, the pose data was plotted as a 2-D

wave form. Figure 4.1 is a representation of the pose data as the femur was kept

in 45◦ flexion and taken through its full achievable abduction/adduction and then

internal/external rotation. Top plot depicts decomposed rotations of flexion (red),

abduction(green) and internal rotation(blue). The bottom plot represents the de-

composed translations corresponding to anterior (solid blue), proximal (dotted blue),
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medial (dashed blue), and resultant translations (solid black line).

Figure 4.1: 2D waveform representation of kinematics data for flexion 45◦.
The top plot depicts decomposed rotations as flexion (red), abduction(green) and
internal rotation(blue) measured for each frame. The bottom plot represents the de-
composed translations corresponding to anterior (solid blue), proximal (dotted blue),
medial (dashed blue), and resultant translations (solid black line) measured for each
frame. Bone-bone impingements and inferred impingements are highlighted in green
and yellow, respectively. The yellow area shows a shift in the medial direction. In
an asymptomatic hip, this motion sequence would lead to a translation in lateral
direction.

Frames that corresponded to intersections between digital models of the peri-

articular regions of the femoral neck and the acetabular rim, which were bone-bone
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impingements, were identified by the impingement identification algorithm. These in-

stances and other impingements inferred from the kinematic data, caused by implant-

implant contact or bone-implant contact, were validated through investigation of the

motion sequence around the sudden jump in translatory waveform. For the specific

motion sequence plotted in this figure, the sudden jump between frames 288–321,

highlighted in yellow, showed a shift in the medial direction. In an asymptomatic

hip, this motion sequence would lead to a translation in lateral direction; thus, these

frames were identified as impingements.

After the impingement instances were identified, the locations of the femoral head

center in the acetabular coordinate frame were plotted including and excluding im-

pingement data; this is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Despite the substantial translation

of the hip center, seen in Figure 4.2(a), the impingement-free motions exhibited a

kinematics clustering around the acetabular center, Figure 4.2(b).

Table 4.1 summarizes the magnitude of excursions of the hip center with and

without impingements. The maximum excursion excluding impingements was a minor

1.4 mm, which is consistent with previously reported translations of hip resurfacing

components [103].

Table 4.1: Excursions of the kinematics femoral hip center in the acetabular
coordinate frame of the cadaveric hip with pre-mortem THA.All values are
in millimeters (mm). While the overall femoral translations have a maximum of
6.5 mm, impingement free translations are a minor 1.4 mm.

Direction Including Impingements Excluding Impingements
Range Mean± STD Range Mean± STD

Lateral (-), Medial (+) [-1.0, 3.7] 0.3± 0.9 [-1.0, 1.2] 0.1± 0.4
Distal (-), Proximal (+) [-4.5, 1.8] −0.1± 1.0 [-0.6,1.2] 0.2± 0.3
Posterior (-), Anterior (+) [-1.7, 2.9] 0.3± 0.7 [-0.9, 1.0] 0.1± 0.3
Resultant Translations [0.0, 6.4] 1.0± 1.2 [0.0, 1.4] 0.6± 0.2
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Point cloud representation of the femoral head center in the
acetabular cup. (a) The location of the femoral head with respect to the acetabular
cup center, in its entirety of range of motion, which shows substantial translations
associated with impingement. (b) Impingement free translations had a kinematics
clustering around the center.

An alternate interpretation of this maximal value is that it represented the ac-

cumulated inaccuracies, due to the different components of the surgical navigation

system, in the specific protocol of this kinematics study.

4.2 Kinematics of a Nominally Spherical Joint: Adult Human Hip

For each cadaveric specimen, least-squares fits of the articular regions to spheres

were used to find the anatomical center of femoral head and acetabulum. Error was

quantified by comparing the distance from each vertex to the fit center with the fit

radius. Table 4.2 shows that the fits had sub-millimeter error for all specimens.
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Table 4.2: RMS errors of fits for the femoral head and acetabular cup. The
root-mean-square (RMS) errors are in millimeters (mm); a larger number indicates a
poorer fit to a sphere, which indicates a less spherical shape.

Specimen
Femur Acetabulum

RMS error RMS error
A 0.249 0.536
B 0.251 0.480
C 0.560 0.560
D 0.483 0.540
E 0.309 0.601
F 0.229 0.595
G 0.473 0.735
H 0.380 0.968
I 0.726 0.756
J 0.526 0.578
K 0.390 0.487
L 0.475 0.433

For each of the twelve specimens, at each soft tissue state, the relative position

of femoral head with respect to its acetabular cup was calculated. Every specimen

exhibited subtle but noticeable passive translations in all five soft tissue states; the

maximum translations are summarized in Table 4.3. Whole hips, with all surrounding

soft tissues attached and undisturbed, underwent a maximal translation of 4.3 mm

±2.7 mm. Exposed hips – a preparation that is commonly used in biomechanics –

had surrounding soft tissues dissected to leave the bones, capsule and joint intact;

these hips underwent a maximal translation of 3.5 mm ±1.2 mm. A non-parametric

signed-rank test was used to compare the reported maximum translations at whole

and exposed states to the translation measured for the purely spherical joint, 1.4mm,

which accounts for the overall error of the system. Results showed statistically sig-

nificant aberrations from the ideal case, with significance p = 0.0005. However, no

statistically significant difference was found for kinematics before and after excision of

superficial soft tissues; the non-parametric rank-sum test had significance p = 0.5274.
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Compared to the exposed state, further tissue removal almost always significantly

changed maximum non-impingement translational motion. For complete capsulec-

tomy, with 20.3 mm ±8.5 mm of translation, the significance was p = 0.0001; for

specimens with incised capsules, a trend of 7.7 mm ±2.9 mm of translation was

found to be statistically significant, with p = 0.0076; after complete removal of the

ligamentum teres with 11.0 mm ±6.5 mm, the significance was p = 0.0001; following

labrectomy, translations of up to 8.5 mm ±3.5 mm were found to be statistically sig-

nificant with p = 0.0079. Compared to Z-shaped capsulotomy, complete removal of

capsule led to significantly larger translatory movements with significance p = 0.0043.

No statistically significant differences were found between ligamentectomy and labrec-

tomy, with significance p = 0.1488.

These results suggest that disruption of intracapsular anatomical structures had

the potential to increase translation during passive hip motions. The structures that

were resected act mainly in tension (the capsular ligaments and ligamentum teres) but

may also have some degree of compressive action (the labrum). Increased translation

is consistent with the removal of mechanical constraints, such as may occur as part

of the progression of joint osteoarthritis or as a result of injury, that may or may not

be associated with a reduced range of motion.

The data pre-processing specifically excluded conditions in which geometric femor-

oacetabular impingement (FAI) was suspected. Such impingements could provide an

intrinsic pivot about which the femoral head could lever, which might lead to ex-

ceptional hip translation. The experimental protocol included two motions that are

clinically used to diagnose FAI, which were legs akimbo and ankles splayed. No cor-

relation was found between impingement zones and femoral excursions: translations
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happened whether or not there was contact between the two bones, with maximal

translations often occurring in the absence of geometric impingement.

Table 4.3: Maximum non-impinging translations for specimens at different
soft tissue states. All dimensions are in millimeters (mm). Statistically significant
p values are in bold. Compared to translations of an actual spherical joint, the
asymptomatic hip have statistically significantly more translation in both whole and
exposed states. No statistically significant differences were found between the whole
and exposed states; all the following soft tissue states showed statistically significant
differences compared to the common exposed state.

Specimen Whole Exposed
Capsule Capsule Teres Lig Labrum
Removed Incised Removed Removed

A 3.1 2.2 22.0 16.3 12.8
B 3.3 3.0 33.5 13.8 11.0
C 2.5 3.9 10.2 8.7 5.0
D 3.4 3.1 25.8 12.5 8.8
E 2.7 3.1 16.1 27.2 15.6
F 4.7 3.4 14.5 13.6 8.1
G 2.7 6.2 8.2 10.4 2.7
H 3.7 3.3 10.7 6.2 3.7
I 3.2 4.1 4.0 6.1 3.2
J 3.9 2.4 7.5 7.5 3.9
K 12.4 2.3 3.6 4.0 12.4
L 6.1 5.6 5.6 5.6 6.1

Mean± STD 4.3± 2.7 3.5± 1.2 20.3± 8.5 7.7± 2.9 11.0± 6.5 8.4± 3.5
Comp. to THA

0.0005 0.0005 0.0313 0.0313 0.0005 0.0005
(p-value)

Comp. to Exposed
0.5247 0.0001 0.0076 0.0001 0.0079

(p-value)

The data in Table 4.3 suggest that the soft-tissue excisions led to highly variable

kinematics amongst different specimens. For example, going from whole to exposed

states has led to a greater translatory motion in only four specimens (C, E, G and

I). Compromising the capsule, either incised or completely removed, led to increased

translation in all specimens except one (I). Specimens A, B, C, D and F exhib-

ited lesser translatory motions after ligamentectomy but specimen E translated to
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a higher extent following the same excision. These different behaviors can be ex-

plored by graphical study of how each femoral center has translated in different soft

tissue states. Point cloud representations of the femoral head center in acetabular

coordinates, before the impingement data were filtered, are presented in Figure 4.3

and Figure 4.4. Magenta, cyan, blue, green and black respectively represent soft-

tissue states of whole, exposed, Z-capsulotomy (in Figure 4.3) or capsulectomy (in

Figure 4.4), ligamentectomy and labrectomy. The cluster of points in the state hav-

ing soft tissue intact varies between specimens, in both configuration and distance

from the acetabular center. Most specimens had a relatively dense clustering but

specimens I and K had bi-modal kinematics distributions, seen in Figure 4.4(c) and

Figure 4.4(e) respectively.

Every specimen exhibited significant changes in kinematics after the dissection of

soft tissues, with no uniform pattern. Figure 4.3 shows that, although specimens B,

D and E tended to have a consistent clustering in all five soft tissue states with an

overlap between subsets, for specimens A, C and F there was a clear shift of kinematics

center between having soft tissues intact and other soft tissue states of specimens A, C

and F. Figure 4.4 shows a distinct division between kinematics behaviors in the whole

state and other soft tissue states. Curiously, the kinematics of specimens I and K

transformed from a bi-model distribution into a uni-modal distribution of kinematics.

This point-cloud representation of the femoral head center within acetabular co-

ordinate frame also helps visualize the overall kinematics. Aberrations from a dense

clustering around the kinematic center suggested the possibility of impingements. In

most cases, further excision of soft tissues amplified the instances of bone-bone im-

pingements. For example, specimen A had a cluster of points close to the acetabular
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center at whole and exposed states but, with further release of soft tissues, the bony-

bone contacts seemed to act as lever points and may have caused sudden jumps in

the translational path.

These findings must be interpreted with the high inter-specimen variability in

mind. Some hips had high translations; others were closer to being kinematically

spherical; some were initially bi-modal, with two geometric regions in acetabular co-

ordinates around which the femoral head roughly rotated; and subsequent resections

sometimes had a paradoxical effect not seen in the other hips. There was no con-

sistent pattern of translation but, if the experiments are repeated on more samples,

it is possible that sub-populations will emerge from data (such as medial-lateral or

anterior-posterior tendencies).
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Figure 4.3: Point cloud representation of the femoral head center in the
acetabular cup for each specimen. Position of the femoral head in whole (ma-
genta), exposed (cyan), capsule removed (blue), teres ligamentum removed (green)
and labrum removed (black) states are shown to provide visual comparison between
the different states.
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Figure 4.4: Point cloud representation of the femoral head center in the
acetabular cup for each specimen. Position of the femoral head in whole (ma-
genta), exposed (cyan), capsule incised (blue), teres ligamentum removed (green) and
labrum removed (black) states are shown to provide visual comparison between the
different states.
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4.3 Kinematics of a Truly Aspherical Joint: Adult Human Shoulder

Anterior translation of the center of the humerus, in glenoid coordinates, was of

interest in the cadaveric study on the human shoulder. For each motion of each

specimen, the anterior translation was extracted from the pose data at each instant

of the motion.

These translations were further processed by finding the maximum for each mo-

tion. For example, if a motion produced translations ranging from 0 mm to 10 mm,

the maximum value of 10 mm was extracted; the mean motion was deemed to be

not relevant because the speed of the motion was not constant, so there was no way

to control for the number of occurrences of a given translational value within each

motion’s track.

The maximum translations for each of the 7 motions, in each of the 4 dissection

states, were pooled for the 4 specimens and tabulated. For brevity, this maximal

translational value is here referred to as the excursion value.

The pooling produced 28 distributions that could be studied. An Analysis of

Variance (ANOVA) was used to determine which motions were significantly different

amongst the four soft tissue states, from which clinically meaningful distinctions were

selected for discussion. Comparison of the means of two distributions was done with

an independent t-test, using p = 0.05 as the limit of significance.

Every specimen exhibited some degree of anterior translational laxity. With refer-

ence to a fixed scapula, the translational tracks could be plotted in 3D and compared

visually. For the fresh-frozen specimen the tracks during abduction, abduction with

internal rotation, and abduction with external rotation within two soft tissue states

of rotator cuff intact and 10mm tightness, are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Translational tracks of the humeral head, with respect to
scapula for the rotator cuff intact and 10mm of tightness. The insert gives
the correspondences between the motions and the colors of the tracks. Primary
anatomical axes are given in black as lines portrayed with different types of dashes.

As a function of dissection state, there was no significant difference between excur-

sions when entirely intact and when rotator cuff muscles were removed. Most motions

showed a tendency for excursion to increase as the posterior capsule was tightened

but, with only 4 specimens, the comparisons were not statistically significant.

Table 4.4 summarizes the anterior excursions within the joint for four soft tissue

states, of rotator cuff intact, capsule intact, 5 mm induced tightness, and 10 mm

induced tightness. The excursion means and standard deviations, in the format xx±yy

were for each row of the table: rotator cuff intact, 6.1 mm ±2.9 mm; capsule intact,

8.3 mm ±5.2 mm; 5 mm tightness, 10.9 mm ±4.6 mm; and finally 10 mm tightness,

11.3 mm ±5.2 mm.

There was no significant difference between intact and capsule-only anatomy. This
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Table 4.4: Mean anterior excursions of the center of the humerus in
glenoid coordinates, for various soft-tissue states. Measurements are reported
as Mean±STD. All values are in millimeters (mm). No statistically significant differ-
ence was found between the different soft tissue states.

Soft Tissue Int Ext Flex Ext Abd Abd Abd
States Rot Rot + Int Rot + Ext Rot
Rot. Cuff Intact 1.2±2.4 1.3±2.5 5.1±2.8 1.4±2.8 2.2±2.7 1.9±1.4 2.3±1.7
Capsule Intact 2.7±2.7 2.0±3.2 7.1±2.7 1.9±2.7 3.3±2.2 3.5±2.4 2.4±1.8
Comp. to Rot. Cuff

0.21 0.36 0.17 0.41 0.27 0.15 0.44
(p-value)
5mm Tightness 3.9±4.8 3.4±5.7 8.0±2.9 4.2±6.3 3.3±2.0 5.2±2.4 5.1±2.6
Comp. to Rot. Cuff

0.17 0.26 0.10 0.23 0.27 0.02 0.05
(p-value)
10mm Tightness 5.4±6.9 4.3±7.4 7.3±3.4 2.2±3.0 4.1±3.7 5.0±1.9 4.9±0.9
Comp. to Rot. Cuff

0.15 0.23 0.18 0.36 0.22 0.02 0.02
(p-value)

may be useful in future studies because the overlying soft tissues can be difficult to

manage in settings such as a kinematics laboratory or X-ray suite. Our findings

suggest that such dissection preserves the anterior-posterior translational capacity of

seemingly normal human shoulders. These excursions in the following states trended

higher but were not significantly different, meaning there was no significance be-

tween capsule intact and tightness steps (p >0.05). However, there were significant

differences between the rotator cuff intact and 5 mm tightness or 10 mm tightness

(p < 0.05) for combinations of abduction with internal or external rotation.

For each motion, the excursions mainly trended higher. The maximal excursion

values were extracted and are shown in Table 4.5, where the trends are numerically

evident.

Posterior translations were processed similarly. The ranges of the posterior ex-

cursions are summarized in Table 4.6 with maximal values extracted and shown in

Table 4.7. There were no evident trends or significant differences in any of the data
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Table 4.5: Maximal anterior excursions of the center of the humerus in
glenoid coordinates, for various soft-tissue states. All values are in millimeters
(mm).

Soft Tissue Int Ext Flex Ext Abd Abd Abd
States Rot Rot + Int Rot + Ext Rot
Rot. Cuff Intact 4.8 5.0 8.9 5.7 6.1 2.9 3.7
Capsule Intact 6.5 6.7 9.5 5.8 6.4 6.6 4.2
5mm Tightness 11.0 11.8 10.7 13.3 4.8 8.4 7.2
10mm Tightness 15.6 15.5 9.9 6.3 9.2 7.2 5.9

pools.

Similar to the hip study, these findings must be interpreted with the high inter-

specimen variability in mind. A comparison between the maximal translations re-

ported for each motion at each soft tissue state with its reported mean and standard

deviation shows a negative skewness of the data points. In other words, some shoul-

ders had high translations; others were closer to being kinematically spherical. There

was a noticeable but statistically insignificant increase in the anterior translation fol-

lowing each dissection state. If the experiments are repeated on more samples, it is

possible that statistical significance will emerge from data.

Table 4.6: Mean posterior translations of the center of the humerus in
glenoid coordinates, for various soft-tissue states. Measurements are reported
as Mean±STD. All values are in millimeters (mm).

Soft Tissue Int Ext Flex Ext Abd Abd Abd
States Rot Rot + Int Rot + Ext Rot
Rot. Cuff Intact 3.0±2.4 3.3±1.9 2.8±2.1 4.1±2.2 3.3±1.7 2.5±3.3 4.0±3.7
Capsule Intact 3.5±2.8 3.0±2.0 1.2±1.6 5.2±3.0 2.1±1.3 1.0±1.8 3.9±4.1
Comp. to Rot. Cuff

0.38 0.43 0.14 0.28 0.15 0.23 0.48
(p-value)
5mm Tightness 3.6±3.6 3.4±2.6 2.0±2.1 6.3±4.7 2.0±3.2 1.0±1.9 4.2±5.3
Comp. to Rot. Cuff

0.38 0.48 0.31 0.21 0.24 0.22 0.47
(p-value)
10mm Tightness 2.8±2.9 3.2±2.6 1.4±1.3 5.5±4.2 2.6±2.2 0.9±1.7 4.7±5.0
Comp. to Rot. Cuff

0.46 0.49 0.15 0.29 0.30 0.21 0.42
(p-value)
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Table 4.7: Maximal posterior translations of the center of the humerus in
glenoid coordinates, for various soft-tissue states. All values are in millimeters
(mm).

Soft Tissue Int Ext Flex Ext Abd Abd Abd
States Rot Rot + Int Rot + Ext Rot
Rot. Cuff Intact 5.2 4.3 5.0 6.8 4.7 7.0 8.2
Capsule Intact 6.3 4.5 3.5 8.2 3.9 3.8 9.6
5mm Tightness 7.6 6.0 4.4 11.2 6.7 3.8 11.1
10mm Tightness 5.8 6.1 3.1 10.2 5.7 3.4 10.9

4.4 Summary

This chapter presented the results of each experimental study designed to address

the three main scientific questions of this thesis. The kinematics study of a truly

spherical replacement component helped distinguish abnormal translatory motion

from the normal motions. This study also provided a measure of the end-to-end

system error. The extent of translatory motions in intact adult hips, and role of

soft tissues in the overall biomechanics was studied in a cadaveric study on twelve

cadaveric specimens. Subtle but definite aspherical motion was found in every cadaver

hip. Soft tissues were found to partially constrain the hip but did not correct for

underlying morphological asphericity. There was no consistent pattern of translation.

The role of soft tissues in the overall shoulder translatory motions were also studied in

a cadaveric study on four human shoulders. The shoulders had significantly greater

anterior translation when the posterior capsule was artificially tightened; this was

particularly in movements that combined abduction with internal or external rotation,

which are typical overhead sports motions. Overall translation was indifferent to

whether the shoulders were intact or dissected down to the capsule.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the rationale for this thesis and discusses the outcomes

of each study, organized by the main scientific questions that were posed in the

Introduction. The major contributions are concisely listed. The chapter concludes

with an examination of limitations and recommendations for future work.

5.1 Discussion

Conventional kinematic descriptions of anatomical joints have typically assumed some

particular form of congruity. Any particular form has imposed a certain degree of

freedom and acceptable range of motion, which consequently reduced the potential

relative motion between the rigid bony components of the joint. This is rarely the

case for anatomical joints, because the presence of intra-articular soft tissues imposes

a mechanical constraint of its own. This leaves a significant lack of information on

the role of true morphology as well as the contributions of surrounding soft tissues in

our current state of joint kinematics.
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The ball and socket model of the human hip implies a complete congruence be-

tween the two bony surfaces and a subsequent spherical motion between them; how-

ever, with the advancement of medical imaging techniques, recent studies of hip

morphology have challenged this notion of articular congruency in the human hip.

This brings the concept of spherical hip motion into question. Oddly, very few of

the aspherical morphological models have continued logically to consider aspherical

kinematics; a notable exception was Walmsley [115].

The rationale for this thesis was the possibility that the native adult human hip

may exhibit aspherical motion in addition to being aspherical in shape. This rationale

is essentially based on the supposition that function follows form. Previous literature

showed that there were relatively small translations, of less that 5 mm for the human

hip, which motivated the use of a highly accurate tracking system from surgical

navigation was used to investigate passive motion in cadaver hips.

The three research questions were: Are aspherical hip kinematics detectable as a

translational motion? Does the state of surrounding soft tissues change the transla-

tory movement of the hip? And, does the state of surrounding soft tissues change the

translatory motion of the shoulder?

Three ex-vivo studies were conducted to address these questions. The first study

used a true spherical joint with known kinematic behavior to assess the technical

accuracy of the system. The second study was designed to examine preliminary

about the significance of aspherical human hip motions and the role of soft tissues

in the overall kinematics. The third study investigated the role of surrounding soft

tissues in overall shoulder kinematics, linking aberrations of the translatory motion

to the state of the soft tissues.
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Each study had a block design, with different gross passive motions of the joint

as one variable and different soft tissue states as the second variable. Translatory

motion of the joints were extracted from the pose data that were reported by the

surgical navigation system. These data were processed according to their relevance

to the objectives of each study.

5.1.1 Revisiting the Three Questions of the Thesis

The concept of translatory motion in human joints is not a new idea; however, to the

best of my knowledge, the literature to date has not provided a scientific demonstra-

tion of this phenomenon in passive motions of cadaveric hip joints. The three main

scientific questions of this thesis were directed towards an initial understanding of

joint translations.

Question I: Is aspherical hip kinematics detectable as a significant transla-

tional motion? The first study was conducted on one cadaveric pelvis, for which

the donor had a pre-mortem total hip arthroplasty (THA) on the left side. Peri-

articular soft tissues were dissected down to the capsule. During and after dissection,

an opening was found on the anterior aspect of the capsule on the specimen; this open-

ing was consistent with uncompleted healing of the THA procedure. After imaging

and segmentation, the specimen was instrumented with local coordinate references

and registered to the 3D models. Poses of the femur and pelvis were recorded in

motion protocols designed after consultation with my clinical collaborators; These

motion protocols were devised to mimic passive hip ranges of motion used in clinical

assessments.

In a perfect spherical motion there should be have been zero translation of the
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center of rotation. In this preparation, simultaneous examination of angular and

translatory waveforms showed that the technology was robust enough to differentiate

between those translations that were within the range of the system’s overall error

and other translations that were caused by impingements. Excluding the translatory

motions associated with impingements, there was a minor 1.4 mm excursion of the

center of the geometrical center of the femoral component in acetabular coordinates.

maximal value was consistent with previously reported values for kinematics of a

model femur and pelvis instrumented with hip resurfacing prosthesis using surgical

navigation system [103] and seems to represent the ultimate application accuracy of

the navigation system.

To study biomechanics of the human hip after total hip arthroplasty, researchers

have often chosen healthy, asymptomatic cadaveric specimens and implanted them

with replacement components. However, with the loss of healing capabilities after

death, passive hip motion after the surgery cannot be entirely realistic. This study,

obviously limited by the sample size, was the first study to date that investigated hip

kinematics where the donor had a hip replacement surgery before death and with soft

tissues otherwise intact.

Inferring impingements from the underlying hip motion call into question the

assumption of stationary hip joint center that prior studies used to predict impinge-

ment [4, 6, 106]. These studies simulated bony impingements of patients, compu-

tationally creating various impingements by taking three-dimensional reconstructed

models of the bony anatomy through previously measured angular ranges of motion.

A common practice in these studies was to set the proximal femur and acetabulum to
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collide when the femur was constrained to rotate about a prescribed center of rota-

tion. The current study, however, suggested an entirely different way to identify hip

impingements: instead of correlating motion data with physical collisions of three-

dimensional models and disregarding the three translational degrees of freedom for the

hip, this study used the motion data in all six degrees of freedom to directly identify

aberrations from a spherical motion. Another way of putting this is that kinematics

can be analyzed to find anomalous motions that correspond to impingements.

An alternate interpretation of this study was that it provided a method for mea-

suring and reporting the accuracy for the surgical navigation system in use, which was

later used as a reference point for the study of hip joint kinematics in this disserta-

tion. By using a truly spherical joint with indubitably zero translations, the problem

of uncertainty of measurements was reduced to a question of error with ground truth

being available [108]. This value represented the accumulated inaccuracies of the

components of the surgical navigation system that included: (i) inaccuracies of the

optical tracking system, (ii) inaccuracy of the CT-derived meshes, (iii) registration er-

rors, (iv) mechanical tolerances of the prosthesis components, and (v) errors resulting

from user manipulations.

The second cadaveric study was designed to answer scientific questions regarding

the significance of aspherical human hip motion. This ex-vivo study was conducted

on twelve fresh-frozen cadaveric hemi-pelvises that were extracted from six donors

who had no obvious signs of hip arthritis. The specimens were thawed for at least 48

hours before the start of data capture. To enhance the quality of registration, fiducial

markers were implanted in hip (posterior surface of pubic ramus, anterolateral pelvic

brim, posterolateral pelvic brim, and iliac crest) and the femur (3 in non-collinearly
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on the shaft, 1 in the greater trochanter). Each specimen was first studied with all the

soft tissues intact. Soft tissues were then dissected to the capsule-only state. Poses

of the femur and pelvis were recorded following the same motion protocol, devised to

mimic passive hip ranges of motion used in clinical assessments.

The answer to the scientific question was unequivocally positive. These hips all

had subtle, but readily measured, translations during passive motion. Whole hips,

with all the soft tissues attached and undisturbed, underwent a maximal translation

of 4.3 mm ±2.7 mm. Following the dissection of all the superficial soft-tissue down

to capsule, the exposed hips underwent a maximal translation of 3.5 mm ±1.2 mm.

These asymptomatic cadaver hips underwent substantially greater translations than

the ideal “ball-and-socket” joint should have, which the previous study showed to be

1.4 mm (p=0.0005). With no statistically significant differences found between the

two commonly used soft-tissue states (p=0.5247), the findings are consistent with the

use of exposed joints for biomechanical studies [46, 51, 93]. The cadaveric hips used

in this study were not particularly aspherical in shape and there was no noticeable

difference between the asphericity of the mating femoral heads and acetabular cups,

that is, mating joint surfaces were aspherical but not obviously different.

Translatory kinematics of the human hip in the diseased state is not a new concept.

Researchers have shown the hip to deviate from the morphological and kinematic

descriptions of the ball and socket model. Using CT-based surface models, the femoral

head translation of dysplastic were found to be 4.7 mm ±2.5 mm [2]. Pienkowski et

al. [87] reported a value of 3.0 mm ±1.3 mm for hip translations in patients with

avascular necrosis, using MRI-based surface models. Considering excursions to be

a sign of the femoral head levering out of the acetabular cup, Kubiak et al. [87]
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interpreted hip translations as a sign of impingement that was attributed to loss of

clearance between the femoral neck and the acetabular rim.

A review of publications regarding hip morphology in the past nine decades leads

to the conclusion that, even in its native healthy state, the adult human hip is as-

pherical in shape. Aspherical morphology, however, does not necessarily imply as-

pherical kinematics: it is possible that the surrounding soft tissues act to impose a

substantially spherical motion despite the presence of aspherical articulating surfaces.

Investigation of translation, which would be evidence of aspherical motion, was war-

ranted. Initially described as joint incongruity, researchers have used surface-based

registration models to find the distance between femoral head center and acetabular

cup center in the neutral pose. Murphy et al. [80] reported a center-to-center dis-

tance of 1.5 mm ±1.1 mm and 0.9 mm ±0.3 mm for all female and mixed normal

hips, respectively. This study concluded that female hips have a higher tendency for

three dimensional migration than male hips. Pienkowski et al. [87] reported the same

distance to be 1.2 mm ±0.5 mm. These two studies were, however, limited by only

looking at the joint in its neutral pose.

In my literature review, I found only two kinematic studies that reported hip joint

translation of in-vivo native hips. Gilles et al. [39] reported hip joint translations up to

a maximum of 4.1 mm, as 2.12 mm ±0.79 mm, from MRI scans of 12 healthy subjects

going through extreme flexion. Akiyama et al. [2] found that going from neutral to

a combination of 50◦ flexion, 40◦ abduction, and 60◦ of external rotation, hip joint

translations to a maximum of 1.9 mm, as 1.12 mm ±0.39 mm, in a sample of 40

normal subjects. Limited by the assessment of translations in only a few orientations,

these findings suggest that a new methodology may facilitate the assessment of hip
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kinematics in its entirety of range of motion.

The findings from the current study were consistent with the maximum displace-

ments reported by Gilles et al. [39]. Following the publication of the preliminary

results of this study [130], Safran et al. [95] repeated the work on four fresh frozen

cadaveric specimens using an optical tracking system to study twelve different poses;

those hips translated by 4.6 mm ±2.9 mm which is consistent with the findings of the

present study. These definite translations were, intriguingly, less than skin motion

artifacts in gait analysis [8], which might be a reason that despite the extensive litera-

ture assessing angular range of motion, in both healthy and diseased cases, translatory

motion of the hip joint has not been reported in gait analysts.

Compared to prior work, the current cadaveric study had a larger sample size,

assessed kinematics of each hip in its entire range of motion and was designed to ex-

amine a possible role of impingement in the hip’s kinematics. The data pre-processing

specifically excluded instances in which femoral neck and acetabular rims were found

to collide, which would be a sign of femoroacetabular impingement. Contrary to the

conventional model, no correlation was found between impingements and femoral ex-

cursions; translations happened whether or not there was contact between the two

bones, with maximal translations often occurring without impingement. This find-

ing reinforces the importance of kinematic assessment of joints through their entire

range of motion. Only by looking beyond the pre-described positions known to cause

“instability” [54,101] can researchers understand the biomechanics of the hip joint.

Question II: Does the state of surrounding soft tissues change the trans-

latory movement of the hip? To assess further soft-tissue contributions, the

cadaveric hip study was continued by deeper dissection of soft tissues. Half of the
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specimens underwent a full capsulectomy with the capsular ligaments entirely excised;

the other specimens underwent a Z-shaped capsulotomy that was performed by first

incising the superior band of the iliofemoral ligament, then an incision that followed

the direction of capsular fibers, and finally an incision that cut inferior band of the

iliofemoral ligament. After one or the other capsular dissection, each specimen had

the ligamentum teres removed by excision at the acetabular notch and at the fovea

capitis of the femoral head. Finally, a labrectomy was performed to fully disarticulate

the joint. The hip range of motion was assessed using the same twelve-step motion

protocol.

The answer to this scientific question was also positive. Compared to the ex-

posed state, further tissue removal almost always significantly changed maximum

non-impingement translational motion. For complete capsulectomy, with 20.3 mm

±8.5 mm of translation, the significance was p = 0.0001; for specimens with incised

capsules, 7.7 mm ±2.9 mm of translation was found to be statistically significant, with

p = 0.0076; after complete removal of the ligamentum teres with 11.0 mm ±6.5 mm,

the significance was p = 0.0001; following labrectomy, translations of up to 8.5 mm

±3.5 mm were found to be statistically significant with p = 0.0079. Compared to Z-

shaped capsulotomy, complete removal of the capsule led to significantly larger trans-

latory movements with significance p = 0.0043. No statistically significant differences

were found between ligamentectomy and labrectomy, with significance p = 0.1488.

The role of capsular soft tissues in the overall biomechanics of the non-arthritic

human hip is not well explored [95]. Previous studies have characterized the soft tissue

properties of capsular ligaments [48] and investigated the interaction between these

ligaments in the overall resistance of the capsule to joint distraction [104]. Despite the
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fact that hip instability has frequently been associated with capsular injury or damage,

there seems to be a lack of scientific support for the stabilizing function of capsular

ligaments in the non-diseased state. The present study thoroughly investigated the

role of capsular ligaments in the “ball-and-socket” kinematics of the human hip.

Increased translations after compromising the capsular integrity was not surprising

but their magnitude of 7 mm–20 mm was significant. Previously published studies

have shown a noticeable decrease in the force needed to distract the hip joint after

a small hole was made in the capsule or capsular ligaments were separated from

each other [23, 104], which is consistent with increased joint laxity or reduction of

mechanical stiffness.

This study did not directly compare the translatory kinematics of the human

hip between open and arthroscopic surgeries, but the results support the idea of re-

thinking soft-tissue management techniques. A natural extension of this study would

be a quantitative comparison between different capsular management techniques, re-

ferred to as soft-tissue balancing techniques, in surgical treatments such as hip re-

placement procedures. Currently, a wide range of capsular management techniques

are in practice: capsulectomy [43], limited capsulotomy [37], extensile capsulotomy,

capsular plication [32, 86], and capsular shift [86]. Selection of a method is currently

based on an initial assessment of pain, baseline laxity, morphological pathology and

surgeon’s preference, which is a source of controversy in the surgical field [7]. The

finding of increased joint translation justifies a future thorough analysis of how each

technique affects the overall kinematic behavior, and translatory motions in particu-

lar. Such an analysis might provide more information to orthopedic community, who

may be able to devise new interventions that increase the long-term survival of the
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patient’s hip.

There is no scientific consensus over the role of the ligamentum teres in the stability

of the hip joint. This ligament varies greatly in size and even in its presence in

arthritic patients [100]. Disruption of the ligamentum teres has been mentioned

as a direct cause of hip instability in few cases [17, 57]. Studies have found that

ligamentum teres injury contributes to recurrent hip subluxation in athletes [98]; this

subluxation appeared to be related to the ligament’s tightest state at the least stable

position of the hip joint, that is in adduction, flexion, and external rotation. Results

of the present study suggested that disruption of intra-articular, the extra-capsular

anatomical structure of the ligamentum teres had the potential to increase translation

during passive hip motions.

The role of the acetabular labrum in the overall hip stability is well established.

Contrary to findings that the capsular ligaments and ligamentum teres act mainly in

tension, the labrum mainly contributes to joint motion by acting in compression. The

intact labrum extends the acetabular coverage over the femoral head by an average

of 25% in surface area and 20% in volume. Its continuity with the bony acetabulum

creates a suction effect that increases the hydrostatic pressure of the synovial fluid

within the joint, which distributes stress on the articular surfaces. Finite element

analysis and in-vitro studies of the acetabular labrum have shown that disruption of

the labral seal may lead to increased displacement within the human hip [33, 34, 36].

Crawford et al. [23] explored the contributions of labral tears to hip kinematics at

the extremes of joint motions in six cadaveric hips, finding a significant decrease of

60% in the force required to distract the femur by 3 mm after creation of a 15 mm

tear in the otherwise intact labrum. Results of the present study were consistent with
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previously published results regarding increased joint translation. The present study

was the first to directly measure femoral translations after disruption of labrum. My

results suggest that greater attention must be given to preserving the native labrum.

My results are consistent with results from conservative surgical procedures, such as

partial resection and labral tear repairs, that may enhance long-term outcomes of

surgical interventions [58,59].

Safran et al. [95] also studied relative contributions of soft tissues to the over-

all kinematics of the human hip. In a study on four cadaveric hemi-pelvises, they

concluded that serial excision of superficial soft tissues and the capsular ligaments

significantly increased the passive range of motion. Although complementary to the

present results, the study of Safran et al. was limited by the number of specimens,

the assessed range of motion, by considering only the role of capsule in the transla-

tory kinematics, and by not screening for femoroacetabular impingements. The data

pre-processing in the present study specifically excluded conditions in which geomet-

ric femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) was suspected. Such impingements might

provide an intrinsic pivot about which the femoral head could lever, which might lead

to exceptional hip translation. The experimental protocol included two motions that

are clinically used to diagnose FAI, which were legs akimbo and ankles splayed. Sim-

ilar to the intact and exposed states, no correlation was found between impingement

zones and femoral excursions: translations happened whether or not there was con-

tact between the two bones, with maximal translations often occurring in the absence

of geometric impingement.

These results supported the 1973 assertion of Rydell [92] that the “ hip is not a

ball and socket joint” as well as findings of subsequent research. The larger ensemble
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of specimens compared to related work [2, 20, 39, 46, 95, 130] was reflected in the

statistical significance of the findings of hip translations. The individual scatter plots

of kinematics were presented so that the reader could judge the scientific significance,

independent of my statistical analysis.

An alternate interpretation of these results could be that soft tissues act as a form

of kinematic constraint. This line of reasoning is that systematic removal produced

statistically significant translations, such as may occur as part of the progression of

joint osteoarthritis or as a result of injury.

Question III: Does the state of surrounding soft tissues change translatory

motion of the shoulder? The ex-vivo shoulder study was conducted on four hu-

man cadaveric shoulders, three of which were formaldehyde-fixed and one of which

was fresh-frozen then thawed. Each specimen consisted of the upper limb, including

the entire scapula with the rotator cuff muscles intact. All excess soft tissues, and

the deltoid muscle, were dissected off the shoulder region. Specimen were studied

first with all of the rotator cuff muscles intact. Following removal of the rotator cuff

muscles, the specimens were studied with the joint capsule in its natural state. The

study investigated subtle changes in excursions within the shoulder joint following

a two-step induced posterior capsule tightness, by 5 mm and by 10 mm. Shoulder

kinematics were assessed using a motion protocol that was devised to mimic pas-

sive motions usually used in clinical assessments: an initial assessment of maximum

full range of motion, followed by four different functional motions known to reveal

shoulder instabilities in case of capsular defects.

The answer to this scientific question was positive. As a function of dissection

state, there was no significant difference between excursions when entirely intact and
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when rotator cuff muscles were removed. Most motions showed a tendency for excur-

sion to increase as the posterior capsule was tightened but, with only 4 specimens, the

comparisons were not statistically significant. For all the specimens, excursion means

and standard deviations for each of the soft tissue states were: rotator cuff intact,

6.1 mm ±2.9 mm; capsule intact, 8.3 mm ±5.2 mm; 5 mm tightness, 10.9± 4.6 mm;

and 10 mm tightness, 11.3 mm ±5.2 mm. Further investigation of maximal anterior

translations for different soft-tissue states, through each motion sequence, showed a

significant increase of anterior translations between specimens with an intact rotator

cuff and with tight capsules, taking the specimens through abduction with internal

or external rotation. There were no evident trends or significant difference between

posterior translations for different manoeuvres in different soft tissue states.

The concept of translation in the human shoulder is not new; one difficulty in

interpreting previous findings is that the reported values for translatory kinematics

of the human shoulder are inconsistent. In a study on cadaveric specimens during ab-

duction, Bigliani et al. [9] found minimal translations in all three anatomic directions.

Weulker et al. [124] reported 9.0 mm ±5.2 mm translations in the superior direction

and 4.4 mm ±1.3 mm in the anterior direction as a result of 20◦ − 90◦ of simulated

elevation. In a recent study, Massimini et al. utilized a validated dual fluoroscopic

imaging system and MRI to quantify in-vivo translations of the human shoulder in

five healthy adults [73]. They showed anterior-posterior and superior-inferior trans-

lations in a range of 6.0 mm and 2.5 mm, respectively. This inconsistency can be

attributed to differences in subject type (in vivo or ex vivo), the range of motion, and

the states of the soft tissues.

Shoulder translations in non-pathological and non-extreme motions have been
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found to be results of many conditions, including: (i) small curvature of the humeral

head compared to the curvature of the glenoid [3, 83]; (ii) loss of negative intra-

articular pressure [52]; and (iii) excess laxity of the surrounding soft tissues [117].

With a smaller curvature for the humeral head compared to glenoid, translational

stiffness of the joint will be less but the stability may not change. Increasing the

constraint angle increases the stability, but has a minimal effect on the translational

stiffness for less congruent joint configurations [114]. Negative intra-articular pressure

in response to distraction of the shoulder joint plays a very limited, yet important,

stabilizing role: Gibb et al. [38] have shown that this negative pressure helps the joint

resist up to 22 N of distracting force.

Building upon a previous and closely related study by Harryman et al. [47], this

study postulated the idea that shoulder translations could be caused by an underlying

soft tissue imbalance such as a relative posterior capsule tightness. Even though

supported by diagnostic and manual therapy studies [12,110], this idea and its possible

effects on aspherical kinematics of the human shoulder has not yet been fully validated

by scientific measurements. Harryman et al. [47] investigated anterior and posterior

translations of seven fresh cadaveric human shoulders by using a six-degree-of-freedom

position sensor and a six-axis force and torque transducer. They reported anterior

translations of 6.63 mm ±4.01 mm, up to a maximum of 14.5 mm, during a cross-body

movement for a surgically induced posterior-capsule tightness of 20 mm. Compared to

the study by Harryman et al., the present study had a larger ensemble of motions and

soft-tissue states in which translatory kinematics were assessed. The use of navigation

technology was also an improved way of investigating subtle effects on biomechanics.

An alternate interpretation of the present study would be to link aberrations of
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the translatory motion with the state of soft tissues. Although capsular releases

are well known to surgeons, and similar techniques [49] have been used to address

capsular stiffness or capsular balance, the present study was the first to report a

supporting application of capsular release for treatment of shoulder instability. Ar-

tificial surgical tightening significantly increased the forward motion of the humerus;

viewed in another way, loosening of the tightened capsule has the potential to reduce

this anterior displacement. This study suggested a new way of looking at a prevalent

shoulder problem, and suggested that a less invasive treatment – posterior-capsule re-

lease – may be a surgical alternative for the chronically dislocated shoulder in young

athletes [81]. A natural extension of this study would be a full study, including com-

parative effects of anterior tightening and posterior release, which might be a fruitful

avenue for later work.
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5.2 Contributions

This thesis had four main contributions:

• Differentiation of normal and abnormal translations in implanted total hip re-

placement components

• Characterization of translatory motion as a distinct kinematics behavior of the

asymptomatic human hip

• Elucidation of the role of soft tissues as mechanical constraints

• Use of translatory motions to identify soft-tissue abnormalities

5.3 Strengths and Limitations

The work presented in this dissertation used a sub-millimeter accuracy surgical navi-

gation system as a laboratory tool. When compared to conventional methods of kine-

matic analysis, such as gait analysis, a navigation system is not affected by soft-tissue

artifacts and provides higher accuracy in both translatory and angular measurements.

However, the use of bone pins is an impediment for use on humans. This restricts a

study to passive motions that do not necessarily correspond to slow active motions,

much less to highly dynamic normal activities such as running, jumping or repetitive

overhead motions of the upper extremity. Although passive motion, specifically in

computer-assisted ligament balancing during total knee arthroplasty, has been corre-

lated to improved short-term clinical outcomes [77], there is little known about how

passive hip motion correlates to active motion. The study’s observational design was

intentional and unavoidable.
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The cadaveric nature of the studies provided a high variability amongst specimens

than might be found in simulation or physical-model studies. Although the results

presented were statistically significant, the clinical significance remains speculative.

I observed a high kinematic variability in the specimens for both shoulder and hip

studies, so caution is needed in extrapolating my results to active joint motion.

Although the fresh-frozen/thawed cadaveric specimens used in this work are con-

sidered to be a standard for biomechanical studies, they impose study-time restric-

tions due to degradation and infection. Because each hemi-pelvis was examined in

60 steps, having 5 soft-tissue states with 12 motion acquisitions per state, study du-

rations were limited to one observer per step,. There was no study of inter-observer

or intra-observer variability.

5.4 Future Work

This work provided evidence that supports the concept that aspherical hip motion is

constrained by non-compromised surrounding soft tissues. Prior to any speculations

on the clinical significance of the results, some recommendations for improving the

quality of observations may need to be considered. I can imagine at least four future

directions of research.

As noted in the results, because in part of the small number of specimens, no

distinct sub-populations were evident within the data. Increasing the number of spec-

imens might help to find a distinct classification of translatory motion that correlates

to the bony geometry and, to identify changes in motion patterns associated with each

soft-tissue state. This would help extend the methodology to a broader spectrum of

applications, such as assessment of surgical approach and soft-tissue management.
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As mentioned in the shortcomings, soft-tissue degradation and limited usage time

were a major factor in my detailed studies of biological tissues. Comparing the

biomechanical behavior of soft-embalmed cadaveric specimens to fresh-frozen, then

thawed, cadavers could open new avenues for future studies that require lengthy or

repetitive data collections.

Much remains to be done in detection of hip translation during active motion.

Monitoring the kinematics of a cohort over time, to determine whether hip translation

increases as osteoarthritis progresses, might be a fruitful line of investigation.

Finally, it is possible that treatment of total hip arthroplasty patients can be

improved by the knowledge of the fact that their hips translate. Better procedure

selection, implantation optimization, and design of prosthetic components may arise

from improved understanding of the motion of this critically important human joint.
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Appendix

A.1 Motion Protocols

Table A.1 and Table A.2 represent the kinematics protocols for passive motion of

the hip cadavers. The first column represents the type of movement; the next three

columns are the ranges of motion for each of the principal rotational axes.

Table A.3 represents the kinematics protocols for passive motion of the shoulder

cadavers. The first column represents the type of movement; the next three columns

are the ranges of motion for each of the principal rotational axes.

For each shoulder, each motion was continued until the humerus reached the pre-

scribed angles determined from a combination of CT scans and clinical examination

of the specimen. The ranges of motion for the formalin-fixed specimens were lesser,

because the soft tissues were stiffened by the embalming process.
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A.1. MOTION PROTOCOLS

Table A.1: Kinematics protocols for passive motion of the hip cadavers:
Motion Types 1 to 6.

Movement series
Flexion (+) Abduction( +) Internal rotation (+)

Extension (-) Adduction (-) External rotation (-)

Extents

Full + 0 0
Full - 0 0

0 Full + 0
0 Full - 0
0 0 Full +
0 0 Full -

Flexion 45

45 Full + 0
45 Full - 0
45 0 Full +
45 0 Full -

Flexion 90

90 Full + 0
90 Full - 0
90 0 Full +
90 0 Full -

Extension

Full - Full + 0
Full - Full + 0
Full - 0 Full +
Full - 0 Full -

Abduction 20

Full + 20 0
Full - 20 0

0 20 Full +
0 20 Full -

Adduction

Full + -20 0
Full - -20 0

0 -20 Full +
0 -20 Full -
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A.1. MOTION PROTOCOLS

Table A.2: Kinematics protocols for passive motion of the hip cadavers:
Motion Types 6 to 12.

Movement series
Flexion (+) Abduction( +) Internal rotation (+)

Extension (-) Adduction (-) External rotation (-)

Abduction 40

Full + 20 0
Full - 40 0

0 40 Full+
0 40 Full-

Internal rotation

Full + 0 10
Full - 0 10

0 Full + 10
0 Full - 10

External rotation

Full + 0 -20
Full - 0 -20

0 Full + -20
0 Full - -20

Circumduction Circumduction
Special Move 1: 90 Full- Full+
Hockey Goalie

Special Move 2: 90 Full- Full-
Car Exit
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A.1. MOTION PROTOCOLS

Table A.3: Kinematics protocols for passive motion of the shoulder cadavers.

Movement series
Flexion (+) Abduction( +) Internal rotation (+)

Extension (-) Adduction (-) External rotation (-)
Internal rotation 0 0 Full +
External rotation 0 0 Full -
Flexion Full + 0 0
Extension Full - 0 0
Abduction 0 Full + 0
Abduction + 0 +90 Full +
Internal rotation
Abduction + 0 +90 Full -
External rotation
Horizontal +90 +90 0
Flexion
Horizontal -90 -90 0
Extension
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A.2. ETHICS APPROVAL

A.2 Ethics Approval

This dissertation included work with cadaveric tissues that had been donated for

scientific and medical investigations. Each study was approved by the General Re-

search Ethics Board (GREB), which managed submissions from Queen’s University

and its associated teaching hospitals and in so doing acted as the Institutional Re-

view Board (IRB). Because of the confidentiality of the ethics submissions, this only

section includes the ethics approval.

Figure A.1 documents the approval to conduct research on hip joints and related

tissues. Figure A.2 documents the approval to conduct research on shoulder joints.
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A.2. ETHICS APPROVAL

Figure A.1: Ethics approval for use of cadaveric hips.
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A.2. ETHICS APPROVAL

Figure A.2: Ethics approval for use of cadaveric shoulders.
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